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INTRODUCTION

. One of the major tasks facing individuals involved in City

Planning today, is bridging the gap between the enormous volumes of

information being generated and the effective application of this

Ínformation to a rapidly changing urban environment.

The purpose of this thesis is to address urban planning and the

information"problem, and to assess a possible solution, namely inte-

grated information systems.

During the-past several years the conception and practice of

City Planning has undergone quite a dramatic change. Much of this

is due to the modern crisis of our city, which is growth. Accom-

panying this growth, our way of life, our society and our environment

as well as our expectation has become increasingly complex. Also

there has been a growing awareness of the intricate interrelationships

inherent among the various components of our city and the effect

that one has upon the other. The city is being perceived more than

ever as a complex system.

'City Planning which is a process of decision making related to

control and shaping of our cities' environment has thus become

ino:easingly more complex and comprehensive in approach. It has

shifted away from a single oriented objective such as Deveìopment

or Generãl Plan to a more intangible process oriented discipline.

It is nou, more of a continuous process directed toward more flexible

-l:
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goals and is therefore subiect to continuous evaluation, monitoring

and revision. It is also broader in magnitude and encompasses more

and more disciplines such as economics, sociology, poìitical science

and environmental studies. No longer is it restricted to architect¡¡re,

engineering and urban design.

concomitantìy the pìanning process and the role of the planner

have also changed. The development of more objective pìanning methods

has led to a lesser'emphasis on the subjective judgement of planners.

Planners are now doing more things for a greater variety of

concerns and are doing this in a more objective and comprehensive

manner.

This transformation to more objective comprehensive City Planning

has led to new demands for a more analytical and quantitive approach

and has forced planners to turn to system analysis and mathematical

techniques such as simulation models. No longer is the intuitive
judgement and personal expertise of the planner in itself adequate,

as emphasis must be placed on the scÍentific approach as a rational

tool .

: . .:r:::

These fundamental changes ín the planning process led to the

need 'for current reliable information as an essential component upon

which to base decisions.

lj_.i 
,:¡ì:..:
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An added current phenomenon has been the emphasis on pubìic

participation in the planning process. Ttris has led not only to a

requirement for an expanded information base but also to a require-

ment for new methods of disseminating available data and in turn

information to a broader spectrum of potential users.

The selected area of study deals with the issue of data and

information systems as specifically related to City Planning. The

City of Calgary is referenced as a case study to demonstrate the

implications of the notion.

The study demonstrates that there is little doubt that informa-

tion systems are very necessary for City Planning and municipal decision

making, and that although much is known about information systems,

their components, their design, their prob'lems, information systems

are an "impossible dream" in an urban setting due main'ly to the

complexity with their implementation. This thesis identifies a

working definition of City Planning and the need for cument informa-

tion.' It then examines the concept of Integrated Information Systems

as a theoretical meihanism for meeting this need. In order to estabìish

a clearer understanding of the concept the information system ís

disiussed in terms of its components, characteristics, function,

design considerations and benefits. The underlying reasons for past

failures in the implementation of information systems are then high-

lighted and finalìy the conclusion is formu'lated that "although

information is essential to the City Planning process, in practice,

ti,3:iÉqf!\:ål4LtÉç51;*Jd]:;gÉ1



an integrated information system, at least in the immediate future is

an "impossible dream".

The main areas of discussion include:

l. A Definition of City Planning

2. An Identification and Discussion of the Inforrmation Probìem

3. An Overview of Information Systems as a Solution

4. A Discussion on the Fundamental Components and Design

Considerations of an Urban Information System

5. A Case Study

U, ImpìementatÍon Problems which make Information Systems "An

Impossible Dream"

:



CHAPTER I

PLANNING

A. A NEI^I L00K

It is recognized that there are many planning definitions or

sty'les inc'luding incremental ism, advocacy, transactive, strategic,

to name but a few and that no single definition has been universaliy

accepted. The purpose of this chapter is therefore to establish a

practical definition of urban planning as perceived in this thesis.

Pjanning is a difficu'lt term to precisely define because it impìies

different things to different persons and disciplines. There àre,

however, certain basic notions that are common to all definitions.

A discussion of these underlying notions and a definition within the

context of this thesis is therefore necessary. Everyone plans -

governmental, industrial and commercial institutions, non-profit

religious, educational, cultural and po'litical institutions and

private persons. The housewife, the baker, the milkman all pìan

the:ir dai:ly activities, nevertheless the term is difficult to define.

Planning is a term that is common to and part of everyday language,

however, it is one that is not totally understood. Ironically' this

is not only the situation in everyday life but also a contentious

characteristic in the "planning field" itself. S. R. Seeley confirms

this by stating that "... the planning field as a relatively new

professíon fares less well due to the multiplicity of incompatible

and contending definitions rather than strategic or clusters of
'l

defÍnition".' This stems from the fact that the concept and practice

-5-



is youthful and evolving and consequently is in a dynamic state of

defi ni tion.

Nevertheless, attempts have been made to define and describe

pìanning. Melville C. Branch viewed p'lanning in very general terms

by defining ít as "any activity which contributes to the.establishment

of objectives for the future and their attainment over time".2

Simon, Smithberg and Thompson were more specific when they sugçsted

planning to be:

"... that activity that concerns itself with proposa'ls
for the future, with the evolution of alternate
proposals and the methods by which these proposals
may be achieved. Planning is a rational, adaptive
thought appl ied to the future and to matters over
which the planners, or the administrative organiza-
tion with which they are associated, have some
degree of control ". J

A'lthough no definîtion of p'lanning has ever been universally

accepted, most tend to agree that planning, in essence, is future

oriented, continuous and a rationa'l process or method which is applied
I

in an attempt to approach some goa'l or goals.

. The working definítion that is selected is similar to that

expounded by Herbert Gans who described planning as:

"A method of public decision-making which emphasizes
explicit goal-choice and rational goals-means
determination, so that decisions can be based on
the goaìs people are seeking and on fhe most
effective programs to achieve them".+
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Present and most recent theoretical planning thought seems to

question this definition, nevertheless it is applicable in'that it
best represents the perspective of a practising land use planner

and thus the perspective of this thesis.

This definition not onìy identifies planning as a rational decision

making process in a continuum, but also as a process that is oriented

toward the people for whom the p'lanning is carried out. This hypothesis 
r,.-..,

should also apply to'City Planning as reflected in discussion expressed ':;';,;',

by Fred Goff, ,,,,
iir: i )

"City PlannÍng simply means getting ready for the
future in city growth. It is the guidance into
proper channels of a cormunity's impulses towards
a larger and broader life. 0n that it has to do
with things physical - the 'laying out of streets
and parks and rapid-transit lines. But its real
significance is far deeper; a proper city has a
powerful influence for good upon lhe mental and
moral devel opment of the pêop'lg" . 5

Planni:ng is therefore:

"A method and process whereby concepts are
attained by setting up goals and obiectives formu-
lated and implemented through a formal or ínformal
but ìogìcal process designed to obtain optimum use
of all resources, both human and material, to pro-
vide the form of society within present and future
po'l i ti ca'l frameworks . Âl so to resol ve probl ems
resuìting from the complex inter-relationships
of humann social, economic, environmental and
institutional phenomena,, with a conmitment to
providing environments responsive to the diVerse
demands õf a pluralistic Cänadian,Society".6

::riì;i i:r
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More simply stated, the purpose of City Planning is to draw

together available resources, both public and private and to direct

them in a coordinated manner toward solutions or prob'lems for the

realization of objectives, both immediate and future. The ultimate

goa'l of City Planning as currentiy understood by the majority of

practising planners is to pìan for the "total environment of man"7

which entai'ls a complexity of considerations in the formulation of

planning objectives, the plan and policies for impìementation, as

well as in the decision-making procedures inherent in the pìanning

and development process.

Since City Pìanning is a decision-making process in which infor-

mation is combined with experience, judgement and intuition to utilize
resources to reach obiectives it entails the basic elements of a system

or a set of interrelated parts with a purpose. Planning as perceived

in this thesis can best be referred to as "Rational Systems Planning"

and must therefore be treated as a system.

,.:. :- ..-' - :

Figure l: Planning as a System

r :r':-:,: ::rì, .:ì
:::t.'...
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In most Canadian municipalîties, the planning function is

carried out by a specific department established for that specific

purpose. In Calgary for example, the Planning Department fulfills
this role. Specifically, it is an administrative body whose primary

function by de'legation of City Council is to advise and assist the

Calgary Planning Commission and City Council with regard to the

planning of an orderly and economical development within the City.

This role involves the Planning Department in a wide range of activi-

ties in both the area of policy formation and policy interpretation

and imp'lementatÍon. The policy formuìation relates to the preparation

of po'licy reports, design briefs, the Caìgary Plan, and other specific

studies as required by City Counci'1, the Calgary Pìanning Commission

or the Board of Commissioners. The interpretation and implementation

of policy involves primarily the processing of various applications

such as pìans of sub-division, land use reclassifications, development

permits, building permits and other miscellaneous permits.

B. THE CHANGING NOTION

During the past several years the conception and practice of

City Pìanning has undergone quite a dramatic change. Much of this is

due'to the moderrr crisis of our city which is growth. Accompanying

this gorwth, our way of life, our society and our environment as well

as our expectation has become increasingìy compìex. Also there has

been a growing awareness of the intricate interrelationships inherent

among the various components of our city and the effect that one has

t-i:ì":r':L!i
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upon the other; The City is'being perceived more and more than ever

as a comp'lex system.

C. CITIZEN PARTICIPATION - THE NOTION OF PARTICIPATION DEMOCRACY

Political scientists have been recent'ly going through a natural

cycle from one of formalized pìanning to po'licy making on the basis of

opinions and concerns expressed by persons directly affected. This

new:trend has been based on the premise that centralized planning

(decision-making) is no longer adequate as this form is too far removed

from the people.

Thus a radical element in the concept of City Planning is an

under'lying emphasis on the most important component of a cjty, but

one which according to proponents of the concept has previously been

overlooked, the peop'le. The l,lhite Paper on Unicity presented by the

Provincial Governinent of Manitoba emphasizes this notion:

merely th'e structural forms they have devised
over the years to help them accomplish their
common ends. Structural forms, governmental set
ups, all these things are meaningless in so fa¡
as they serve the péople who live within them"9

The relatively new notion questions the traditional system of

pìanning and democratic government in North America, namely, that of

decision making by'elected representatives, as these new demands

reflect doubts as to whether or not the elected representatives

and their appointed administrators are tru'ly representative of public

i nterests.
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These doubts are a product of the vast'ly changing societal aware- :

ness brought about by improved communication and higher levels of

education. This form of decision making may have been adequate for

the provision of caretaker services in earlier days when socÍety

was supposedìy simp'ler, since then, the functions of government have ,:::.:,: -.

expanded and tasks greatìy increased; however, the system has remained 
:1:':¡':';:;':':

the same. Sidney Verba notes "the expansion of government interven-

tions in the economic and social life of the nation increase the stakes 
.

of participation: the government does more and therefore more is to ,i.,:,,,;."'

be gained by having a voice over what it does".l0 , .:.,:,::
¡;...:..:;.:,:,.

The argument that the average citizen of a large urban centre 
i

has limited access or contact with the policy making bodies, namely 
i

the government, and even.less control over what it does, has been a

basic underlying premise for citizen participatíon in the democratic

process.

i

l

In essence, what has developed in the minds of the peopìe is the l

apparent dilemma of participatorny government versus representative 
1i.,,.,,¡,,,.¡,

government as an ideoìogy for a truly democratic process: i'-'i:'t.,.'
;:,.:'1-. ;,,:1 .1

rr¿ :professional administration (rule by experts)
versus participating democracy (planning with
people) !g the dilemma of the late twentieth
centurY" I I

Earl Levin, related effectiveness of government as another

important dimension to the issue. He maintained that the crux

I..t::
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of, the matter is in achieving a balance between effectiveness and

participation, for as he stated:

"on one hand you have a very effective governmeht
with no participation, where as on the other hand
you may have participation but no effective
government"l 2

There is also a strong school of thought,in both the pub'lic and

private sector, which advocates that citizen participation in City

Planning and decision making should be minimal, and that this function

shouJd be in the hands of capable technical experts and market forces.

These advocates contend that citizen participation is ineffective

in that only vested interest groups are represented and that

"unnecessary de.ìays" are encountered in the planning and decision

making process.' This creates a situation which is intolerable in a

rapidly changing technica] urban society, in CalgâFy, for example,

delays in land development policies, have at least in part, contributed

to the escalating land costs for residential development, as raw land

cannot be put "on-stream" at a sufficient rate to meet the demand.

:

However, whether or not one supports the notion of citizen

participation in urban planning and decision making, ít is a reaìity

of the .l970's. 
Therefore, although

"the comp'lexity and sophistication of functional
operations have tended to move policy and decision
making to the operatÍona1 expert, information
technology must make it possible for the pubìic
and íts elected representatives to regain their
abi:lity to comprehend and evaluate the options
available and to make policy decisions"l3



l3
l

Therefore, ôhJ dissertation on the urban planning and'decision

making process must take:cognizance of the dual phenomenon of techni-

cal expertise versus participatory democracy. As both ideologies

have their place in today's cities, a balance between the two must

be attained such that a more meaningfu'l decision results through

more effective decision making procedures.

D. CONCLUSION

Since planning is an everchanging discipline there are many planning

styles and definitions. However, the one used in this thesis can best

be referred to as rational systems pìanning, which impìies a rational

decision making process. It deals with the many. interrelated and

complex aspects affecting the urban environment and most importantly

is continuous in nature.

lli.,i;r!
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CHAPTER II
THE INFORMATION PROBLEM AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

This chapter reviews the complexity of the pìanning process and

the data rel'ated problems encountered. The need for current information

is established, and a potential solution is introduced.

A. THE PROBLEM . NEED
i:.t::i:ì:

l. ,.. 
t.

In recent years our way of life, our societies and our environment 
;,,.,,,,1

has become i ncreas'ing1y comp'lex and sophi sti cated. Accompanyi ng thi s ,

has been the growing awareness of the intricate interrelationships 
i

among the various components which constitute our environment and the i

i

effects that one has on the other. 0r "that everything on the environ-

ment ìs related to everything eìse"l4 and "it is increasingìy apparent
. 1Ì

that almost all urban processes are interdependent".l5 Pìanning
.

decisions are consequentìy becoming more and more dependent upon j

:

comprehens'ive up-to-date information.

Many attempts in the past to solve urban probìems have followed

a random, uncoordinated and ad hoc approach often disregarding the

complexities of the Íntemelated aspects. Many of the probìems are

therefore attributable to the lack of comprehensiveness in the

approach. For example, transportation p'lanners have reviewed trans-

portation issues in a city and developed plans and construction programs

independent ilf the efforts of the city planners. As a result of

i .::,i
!..._.
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such a lack of coordination, the urban structure has often been molded

without any reference to achieving a well balanced integrated fabric.

The prob'lems resulting have c'learly demonstrated the need for a

"comprehensive p'lanní ng approach" .

The notion of comprehensive planning has varied greatly through-

out history. Early classical definitions considered it synonomous

wi th a master pl an wh'ich imp'l i ed:

- notion of long range - a guide for long range development;

- priority of capital improvement program;

- program for f i scal imp'lementation;

- regu'latory measures such as zoning.

Inherent in early comprehensive plans were the following notions;

- single set of values; which assumes that there is agreement

amongst everyone concerned;

: undern'lying the p'lan was the notion that it was rational

(for exampìe, it does not permit mixes of land uses);

- a pub'lic legal document, expressing policy guidelines.

With the advent of vast scale urbanizatíon, notions of citizen

participation and advocacy planning, traditional definitions s'lowly

changed. There was an awareness that one set of values cannot realìy

be generâted in a p'luralistic society and that many pìans were much

ig.:r5i¡5:-:ú,4:'1:r:.:1¡-*åanrtf::t
l{+:*--:L':¡1+
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too rigid and inflexible. Furthermore, at best it is speculative, as

it is rea'l'ly diffÍcult to determine what may occur in year 2000.

However, on the other hand, by being rational and orderly,

comprehensive planning assists in the equitable allocation of resources

in an efficient manner. It provides a tool by means of which various

aspects of the city are defined and ensured. For example, if an

adjacent area is zoned residential, one can be assured industry will

not deveìop. The most significant aspect of comprehensive p'lanning

in more recent years at least, is as the name implies, the totality

approach. The urban fabric is viewed as a whole rather than in parts.

There is much evidence'in Canadian citíes of ad hoc development (and

apparentìy ad hoc pìanning), resulting in discontinuous, unidentifiabTe

and inefficient sprawl

Comprehensive planning therefore, is not a rigid p'lan, or a pub'lic

'lega'l document, it is an "approach" to urban planning. Inherent in its
application are the notions of orderly and ratjonal goals and objectives,

and the appreciation of the City as a complex network looking at

particular areas as part of a whole, not as an entity in itself.

The t'comprehensiveness" in approach should in all likelihood lead

to a plan, which need not be in the form of an inflexible master plan

but r:ather in the form of policy statements and concepts depicting the

goals and obiectives of the plan. These may be flexible and can change

with the rapidly changing societal values, however, a comprehensive

i'r:lì.li
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approach has ensured that all conceivable elements vlere considered and

that the plan reflects these as much as possible.

As the expression of societal values impìies, comprehensive

planning is not physical pìanning per se, as it was misconstrued by

older schools of thought. Instead it is a pìanning process which

examines all aspects of the urban fabric and their interrelationships

within the tota'l urban scene. Goals and objectives are formulated which

may be imp'lemented by physical p'lans, however this is only one means

of implementation. The urban area can therefore be viev,,ed "as a

system having elements, components and subsystems, which are people,

property, government, commercial and industrial enterprise, transpor-

tation facilities, and public utilities".l6 Each component performs

a function that in some way contributes to the total society demands.

Due to the continuous change that is occurring in our urban areas,

planning efforts involve more than just physicaì p'lanning such as

subdivisÍon design and architectural control. Planning is defined in

Chapter I as an urban decisíon making process which involves an

evaluation of the cause and effect relationships of the poìicies and

principles that relate to urban problems and underlying the urban

fabric in general and directs these poìicies in such a manner so as to

achieve the obiectives of the entire urban society. The comprehensive

planning approach can thus be linked to a system approach as it examines

the city as a total complex system of interrelated economic, sociaì and

physica:l 'components. The systems approach

.4_:.--4.-.; ;-1 j:/-:-l,: t.::¡1'tr
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"offers'a new way to 'look at individual large
urban problems from all sides, weigh alternate
solutions according to their roots and possible
consequences, and then select the optimum 1.7
solution depending upon the relative objectives". ''

Effective p'lanning may therefore only be achieved through the

direction and through understanding of resources related to physical

properties, major economic activities, politica] concepts and social

and cultural composition of the regions, all of which reflect the

desires and needs or goals of the city's people. The ptanning process

also necessitates the identjfication, investigation and understanding

of the factors which influence these human, economic and physica'l

resources. ïhe importance of knowìedge in reìation to the pìanning

and development process is emphasized by Waterson who states that with

respect to developing regions:

"planning on the basis of inaccurate data may be
worse than no pìanning at a'l'l , since data may not
on'ly po'int to v^Jrong solutions to prob'lems but also
create a false sense of complacencv and lead to, serious r^igidities and bottie-necki".l8

Not only is this knowledge, which forms the basis for decision-

making and po'licy formulation, essential at any one period in t'ime

such as when the studies or analysis are being carried out; it must

also be on a continual basis. Many extensive studies requiring

exorbitant amounts of research are carried out in all areas of Canada

on a "one shot" basÍs. That is, basic research is carried out, with

onìy'specific objectives in mind for the particular area and therefore

has minimal application on a broader scale. Also, once the information
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is compiled and utilized for the particular study, it becomes of

little subsequent value as it is seldom, if ever, up-dated. Thus,

although it has served an initial purpose in aiding the polÍcy decisions,

itdoesnotperformasamechanismforabasictaskofthep1anning

process which is to evaluate the impact of the po'licies at a later

date in order to ascertain whether or not in reality the poìicies

have been oriented in the djrection of goal achievement.

'''

Extehsive surveys for exampìe, the one undertaken by the

Regional Analysis Program for Southern Manitobal9 provÍde data for

describing and analyzing the situation at a particular period in

time. In addition, historical data is often compiled which provides

an indication of past trends. In the case of RAP the results were

valuable to the Government of Manitoba as a basis for policy formula-

tion related to the Southern Manitoba Regions; however, a major

shortcoming of such a data collection program uJas that, as is often

the situation the data very quick'ly becomes obsolete and nothing

more than historical background, as the mechanism for reguìar up-date

and supplementation is not provided for.

Other source data such as that compi'led by Statistics Canada is

subject to similar conditions as "the decennial census of popuìation

and housing provides extensive information about the urban environment

but i'n rrapidly changing areas this information quickìy becomes

obsol ete" . 
2o
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Another unfortunate,occurrence that has been commonplace in the

past, is the ad hoc fashion in which much of the governmental collec-

tion and development of information has reached its present stature.

Much valuable data is gathered by public agencies in the course of

their norma:l activities, however, each agency is interested only in the

data relevant to its ov',n area of responsibility. There is little
attempt at interagency communication, to discover if the data needed

aìready exists or to ascertain whether another agency needs data which

can be easily collected with minimal effort during the normal operations

of an agency.

For exampìe:

"The assumption that there is a ìarge land use
information system is, at least, teñuous. There
are "sets" of information from DBS (Dominion
Bureau of Statistics), provincial governments,
NES (National Empìoyment System), assessors,
etc., but they do not compromise a "system" of
information with all other sets. The basic
problem is how to relate presently 'loosely
Iinked sets of data".2l

:

Furthermore, there is often a duplication in the type of data

that is being collected by various agencies, as was observed by

Professor B. M. Rotoff in a study related to land use data banking

in Manitoba.

"In this study it became apparent that on one hand,
a great deal of data, useful for planning purposes
is being collected by the Assessment Branch and
much of the data collected by other agencies may be
of value for planning studies. 0n thé other haird,

ll ': ::r:
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'.:. - 
.-.:much redundant data is being collected and: much unnecessary duplication takes pJace.

Much effort could be saved Íf this înformation
was kept by one singìe agency and be made
avaÍlable to whoever neeãs ii via computer',.22

One of the more current issues in urban pìanning re'lates to the

decision making process in our democractic system. A new trend has i1.,.

been based on the premise that centralized decision making is no

'longer adequate as this form is too far removed from the people.

Thus, the citizen participation notion has evolved. Citizen i,,.,.'.

participation is defined simply as a concept whereby peop'le who are " 
r'

l::. . .:

affected by p'lanning or decisions should have a more direct say in what ,..,'1.,

is planned or decided. This implies a closer relationship of the

citizen with the decision-maker in alì aspects of the process: in j

defining the problem; in stating objectives and in formulating

solutions or altêrnatives to the probìem. In essence, the prime

obiective of citizen participation is to incorporate the people more
r'

direct'ly into the decision-making process by decentralizing politica'l 
]
j

responsi bi I i ty i

I

:

i : _;ì':-Accepti'ng the notion of citizen partici pation, an essential 
,::.:.

component for effective implementation is wel I informed participants. 1, 
',,,,

The.citizen must have relevant information which is both accurate and

up to date readily available. The lack of an effective informatíon

system has resulted in poor'ly informed residents, as the mechanisms 
1:,.,..:
lt.',,tr;

are not available to gather, anaìyze and disseminate the required

data and information.
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In'light of the expressed concerns, it becomes apparent that to

accomplish effective urban p]anning, there ìs a need for accurate,

up-to-date and integrated information. The problems related to the

collection, recording, storage and retrieval of information have been

experienced by a'll pìanning agencies in both the private and public

sectors. In order to overcome some of the shortcomings that have

occurred in the past it is apparent that the information problem

must be addressed using the same systems approach that is required to

perform comprehensive planning

B. IN SEARCH OF A SOLUTION

In order to alleviate and rectify many of the problems outlined,

a comprehensive view and understanding of information technology is

essential. However, such a view is apparentìy non-existent and there

are no links for coordinating data collection, nor for that matter,

storage or retrieval. This lack is not only on an urban scaìe, but

on a nrational one as well.

This inability to rapidìy and efficiently collect vast quantities

of current and accurate facts about our comp'lex urban fabric presents

a major obstacle to understanding and analyzing the changing environ-

ment.

Many analytical tools and forecasting models have been deveìoped

over the years which may be applied to urban planning. These include

\: :':
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linear programming, regression ana'lysis, principal component ana'lysis,

input-output mode'ls to name but a few. However, all of these require

reliable updated information. The absence of such facts also hinders

public and private urban planners and decision-makers in their

endeavours to provide rational and comprehensive alternatíves to 
,,.,

problems of regional scale. Accurate facts,,ur. ulso required to sub-

stantiate and support various po'licy statements before the public

wi I I accept them as bei ng real i sti c and ori ented towards achi evi ng 
,.;.,¡:,,

the des i red goa'l s . :', , .,

Thus, what is required is a "tool to aid rapid and efficient

collection anaìysis and updating of vast quantities of data".23

In addition, an integraì part of sound decisÍon making and

meaningful policy implementation is an effective means of evaluation

andfeedback.,'Togethernelectronicdataprocessingtechnoìogyand

new data systems form a vital feedback link between environment and 
i

i

man, giving man essential knowledge of what is so that he may better

fashion 'wh1t it is to be 'u .24 .:' :.,;.i,
¡;,,t,',:.,;.,,;

',:.',.t,.-tti.''. - -j :..j'-:

This can on'ly be realized with the aÌd of comprehensive up-to-date :":: j:::

information for purposes of assessing the programs and altering them

as may be necessary.

A comprehensíve information system, utilizing modern technology

such as sophisticated electronic data programming, designed within a

' "systems" framework can provide such a tool:
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rrThe ¡data bank' movement promises more
improvement than merely better immediate
decfsions about the environment and regiona'l
development. It will also enhance proiessional
capabiìity by providing data for research, for
better understanding of ecological relation-
ships and for the generation of new planning
tooi s " 25

Many attempts to solve the ínformation prob'lems have in the

past fol I owed a random, uncoord'inated and pi ecemea'l approach simÍ Tar

to the approach taken with urban pìanning and have thus fallen short

in many respects. since the need for information in urban planning

has arisen because of a dynamic urban environment and in turn a

more comprehensive approach to urban planning, the solution must

therefore follow a comprehensive, completely integrated systems

philosophy, and must involve a simi'lar approach to both the pìanning

process and the information component.

r':,r t.i:'
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CHAPTER iII
INFORMATION SYSTEM: A SOLUTION

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines the underlying philosophy of information

systems and introduces the nature of an integrated information system.

In genera:|, the field of informatjon storage and retrieval is
concerned w'ith methods of creating and managing collections of data

to facilitate the recovery of pert'inent facts as they are needed.

Idealìy ft is desirable to have both access to amounts of potentially

useful data and the ability to retrieve rapid]y and accurately the

particular da-ua that pertain to each specific need as it arises.

All urban planning, whether comprehensive or partial requires

some basic resource data and statistjcs. The specific kinds of data

and information required, and the deta'il in which these must be

accumulated depend to a great deal on the type of p'lanning that is to
take p'lace.

t,llhile the pìanner should adapt his pianning techn'iques at first
to the state of the existing data bank, "the statistical apparatus

should over a longer period of time be adopted to more advanced

p'lanning techniques". 26

-27-



Qne way of arriving at the data needs, is to include in each

study or analytical endeavour undertaken, a program or potential

ljsting for expanding and improving the data needed to formulate

and'impìement the next plan or serjes of studies. Also in order to

build up a basic data fìle for future pìanning requirements in an

organized fash'ion, foresight is required on the part of the planners,

users or decision-makers about the kjnds of concerns and areas they

will be dealing with. For example, wjth reference to land use classi-

fication systems, Hodge states:

"The planning process 'itself has to be studied
to ascertain the requirements imposed by this
process on a system of land use classification
which would be useful to planners in different
P'lanning juri sdictions" . 27

B. SYSTEMS PHILOSOPHY

In a very generaì sense a system is defined as:

"the phenomenon or idea
independent elementary
a unified whole with a

Purpose".28

of an interactjng of
components which form
common goa'l and

of

The meaning of system can be more fuì1y

jts prime characteristics. These include

appreciated by a review

the fol 1 owi ng:

l.

2.

a system cons'ists of

the parts are related

various different parts or components;

and have definite'interrelatìonshjps;

ltt-:,
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3. any change in one component Ís likeìy to have an influence

on another component and/or the entire system;

4. al I of the components work toward a common purpose or

function which is the prime objective of the entire system;

5. a system is usualìy complex;

6. each system is usual'ly an integral part of a larger system,

thus the principle of sub-systems.

In urban plannl'ng for examp'le, which in the context of this thesis

is at the admin jstrative :level , a rational decision mak'ing process

for arriving at a set of planning related goaìs and objectives, a

systems approach can provide an ideal method to follow. It can offer

a new way to look at individual scale probìems from all sides, examine

and weight aìternate solutions according to their possible consequences,

and then select opt'imum solution, depending upon the predetermined

rel evant objectives.

C. DATA SYSTEI4S

Data may be defined as a set of basic facts about an object,

a person or transaction and can include such things as date, name,

place, size or amount.

: i :: : :'-1.:... :

There is no universalìy accepted definition of the term data base. i, r,

However, one of the more common ones includes:
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an organized, integrated collection of data,
a natural representation of the data with no
imposed restrictions or modification to suit
a computer,
capable of use by a1l_relevant application
wi thout dupl ication"29

A data system specifically invo'lves data and is concerned with

firstly, the capture of data or facts; secondly, the input of data

into some sort of processing system, and thirdly, the output of pro-

cessed information that is in a form useful to the intended user.

Figure 2: Data System Concept

Information as indicated in Fjgure 2 'is processed data. It is

produced by comparing, sumnrarizing, grouping, cìassify'ing or other-

wise processing data into a meaningful form. It necessariìy 'impìies

the relationship of data with other data. The objective of every

data processing system is information. In general, the field of infor-

matÍon storage and retrjeval is concerned with the methods of creating

and manag'ing a collection of records to facjl'itate the recovery of

pertinent facts when required. An information system, however, is not

mere'ly a data base.

The contemporary state of information systems is such that at

this time, an encompassing definition does not exist. Nevertheless,

ìt can be fundamentally described as:

fi: I

PROCESS

FUNCTION
OUTPUT
- useful

i nformati on
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"the regulated systernatic al'location of data or
information and systematic processing (arrangilg,
interpretÌng, transforming) of these inputs".30

Rorou.3l expands upon this by stating that an information system

is "the formal or rat'ionally p'lanned means whereby (users) receive

and transmit information".

The purpose of an information system is,

'.t ,t '-i; 
'.

"to determine and provide as efficiently and 
i' '

effecti vely and economi cal ly as possi bl e _ ^ ,' ',,". :.

what management (planners) needs to know"3¿

Efficiency relates to the abi'lity of an information system to

capture and manipulate information on a cost effective'basÍs and also

at the same time to maximize the use of data. Effectiveness refers

to the ability of an information system to prov'ide time'ly information

to each "user" of the organization for whom the system was designed.

One of the principaì objectives of a system'is therefore to bring

"relevant data in useable form to the right users at the right time".33

3l

An informatjon system, thus, is the total complex in which data

are generated, processed, and refined to produce the 'information needed

by the users of the system. Reyno'lds34 points out that "the information

system is anaiogous to the central nervous system that coordinates and

controls, the varjous components and forms a whole".

S'ince a systems approach is a method of looking at a certain

thing'in a partjcular way in order to achieve a pre-established goal



or an end, in an information system as with a data processing system

this desired goaì is output information.

Furthermore, since a system usually consists of sub-systems and

paralìei systems, an urban information system can be considered on

one hand as a sub-system of a larger national system and on the other

hand as a paralle'l system within an overriding system of urban

organ'ization and management. Also, an urban information system consists

of numerous sub-systems.

D. INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

The term integrated emphasizes the relevance of each input into a

system to every other input and to the system as a whole, or in the case

of information, the rejevance of each piece of data to every other

piece. It implies that each piece of data should be considered in'light

of every possible application it might serve. The main reasons for this

are to minimize and hopefu'lly e'liminate any redundancy in data collect'ion,

storage and processing and to'increase the overall efficiency of the

system.

"The lack of an integrated approach in the
collection and processing of data greatly
limited the use of ipformation for

, regional planningt'.sc

The integrated concept is exemplified in Figure 3. In this diagram

the core represents the essential link or "funneì" required in an

integrated system.

32
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Integrated Information System

An integrated information system is a system which permits the

collection, storage, maintenance, retrieval, and report.ing of informa-

tion from many sources and provides the integrated use of the data

to perform analys'is and planning functions on a large scale. One of

the prime objectives of such a system is to provjde up-to-date'informa-

tion as a basis for decision-making and p'lann'ing. This implies that

in addition to its integrat'ive nature one of the most basic prerequis'ites

of an effective system is a built-in capabi'lity for continual updating

of data, for without this capab'iì'ity any data input soon becomes

obsolete and the entire concept of a system jeopardized. A secondary

obiective of an integrated 'information system is administration and

management controls by not only a'id'ing daily operations but by suppìying

management and progress reports which can be utilized to evaluate the

operation of the particular entity.

E. PLANNING INFORMATION SYSTEM

A p'lanning information system'is only a segmént of a much broader

Information System and is not necessarily the first sub-system to be

developed. An information system can be derived from any of the other

potential sub-systems such as assessment, taxation or utilities with

the p]anning sub-system linked in at a subsequent time. A planning

sub-system is specifical]y designed to meet the needs of the p]anning

Department and its functions and other related discip]ines. As such

a;,:.:t : :
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'it must be designed and implemented incrementai'ly but at the same

time incorporating the objectives and principles of the overall city

wide information system.

l :-:i.:l : :*:r..:: i :i-- : : 1.: r_ : l; :i; ll:¡_'-:; i. -.
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CHAPTER IV

FUNDAMENTALS OF AN INTEGRATED URBAN TNFORMATION SYSTEM
TOWARDS A BETTER UNDERSTANDING

The urban in.formation system has been recognized as the answer

to the urban information and management probiem. Thus 'in order to

better appreciate and understand urban information systems, the

fundamental components, ranging from steps in developing a system to

testing the system are presented in this chapter.

A. STEPS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTEM

The steps in developing a system essentially involves a systemat'ic

approach simi I ar to the pl anni ng process fol I owed by rat'iona'l systems

planners. For exampìe, the procedure adopted by the "Project Team"

estabiished to carry out a systems study in the City of Ca]gary Planning

Department i s out'l i ned bel ow;

'1. Decision to develop an information system and a clear

definition of the objectives of the system and of the uses;

2. Define the specific areas of concern, and determine how

the current method is functioning;

3. Exp'lore alternative v'rays of carr"ying out the tasks;

4. Adopt the most appropriate alternative;

5. Implement the new plan;

6. Evaluate and review the new pian continually.

-37-
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The approach was based upon generaliy accepted systems theory

contai ned i n vi rtual ly a'l I re'lated documentatîon.

B. THE REQUIREMENTS OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM

The design of any information system which is orÍented primari'ly

to planning must be considered as a sub-system of a broader urban or

regi onal system that i s devel opi ng or wi I I eventua'l ]y be devel oped.

Specific requirements and objectives of urban information systems vary

from one jurisdíction to another, however, there are certain common

aspects that prevail;

l. There must be enough information so that the use of computers

is feasible;

2. A well designed system will be flexible and lend itself
to expansíon;

3. The system should be capable of serving a number of users

and must be user oriented. "success must be related to

the satisfaction and the creativeness of the intended user

of a system, not mere'ly the current users".36

4. The system must be tailored to the real users' needs;

5. The system must be designed to work on a contl'nuing basis,

providing current and historical data. In order for this

to occur the following must be established:

understandíng of supply and demand for data, ,'input-

output requirements";

fr.1:: 
'.
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- publ ic and private cooperation to assure optimal

provision of data into the system and optirnal

uti I i zati on by al 'l potenti a'l user's ;

- adequate communication to assu!'e continuing information

fl ow;

6. The system should not exceed the manpower, equipment and

financial resources of the sponsoring agency;

7. The development of any system shouid take cognizance of

other information systems either local or regional;

8. The requ'irement for central direction or coordination will
be increased as the scope of the system and the number of

participants increases. In the CiËy of Calgary for example

an independent department, Management Systems Development,

was formed to carry out the function;

9. The system should be related to the regular operating pro-

cedures of the system participants;

1.0. The system needs full support of participating agencies;

:ll. The system must have adequate safe guards to protect the

confidentiality of the data and to ensure proper authoriza-

tion for the use of the data;

12. The systems must return some benefiÈs to the data supp'l'ier;

13. The system design and 'implementation must have top management

nvol ved;

14. The system development must be pìain and simple in order that

all participants can understand it;

-,:-:"1Ì..llí.:¡:jËrYj:-jL'::.t_;j-¡:--t:j;!i,]:î:t¡Jl1*i:,:/¡r>f;ï-"- l':i¡]'-:'i4'1!{
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.l5. 
Proper personnel must be hired and motiyated, "Look for

people who are not inhibited by knowing that something

cannot be done or believing that it has to be done in a

certain way because that is the way that it was done
2-l

before" ; ''
16. Progress in the system development must occur very quickly

in order to maintain the required level of commitment.

in addition to providing up-to-date information an information

system should provide a management evaluation and central mechanism

for optimiz'ing operations and procedures.

C. FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

l. Establishment of Effective Input Procedures

The information system must be designed to work on a con-

t'inuing basis providing not only historical but current data as

well. Supp'liers of data or input into the system must therefore be

established in order to provide data on a regular recurring basis

and thereby avoid the costìy repetition of origina'l research such as

field surveys. Since this relates to those agencies who actually

generate or first record the data it presents considerable difficulty
as there are such a wide range of concerns not on'ly in government

(all three levels) but in the private sector as well. For example,

certain inputs must be provided by Statistics Canada, the Municipal



Assessment Branches, Provincial Land Titles, Education Boards,

Planning Branches, Engineering Departments to name but a few. An

information system must always strive to obtain data from sources

which best satisfy the criteria of availability, accessibiljty,

currency, rel i abi I i ty and eff i c'iency.

Thus, one of the first considerations in the design of a system

is to determine the agenc'ies that will be suppìying data, and to

obtain their cooperation on a continuing basis. In many situations

the sources of data will also be the users of the information system.

The user-suppìier relationship must therefore be encouraged to prov'ide

the incentives for free exchange of information, and

"Agencies should not be expected to devote their
limited resources to provid'ing information to
the office unless they expect to gain by their
cooperat'ion^by receiving needed information
i fì return" , su

or by evidencing an increase in efficiency of their operation's

functi on .

An effective means of achieving this objective is to design the

system in such a manner that it assjsts the concerned suppliers in

their normal operations such as the automation of permit issuing

procedures. In fact this aspect is considered as a pre-requisite

to the impìementation of a successful information system.

41
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An input format must also be estab'lìshed for assembling all of

the data. This format is the key to the entire system and must be

flexible in order that data may be added or deleted without great

diffÍculty as the need arises. It should also be capable of accommo-

dating information stored in any existing files systems.

2. Media or Process Requirement

The application of computers and electronic data processÍng

(EDP) techniques is a pre-requisite in the creation of an integrated

information system due not onìy to the vojume of data but also due to

the comp'lexity in the processing and updating procedures. The funda-

mental function of computer equipment and programs is to receive and

interpret the input data to perform the operations the system requires.

The equipment requirement can be broken down into two basic

categories; the hardware and the software. The hardware includes

printers', card punchers and the computer itself. The software or programs

consist of reports and documentation on the system and the instructions

which effectuate the operations of the hardware.

l r::^i

In most areas the hardware is available or at least it is readily

accessible. However, this is not the case when it comes to the

software. The software must be specifically designed and consequentìy

it is this area in which the major costs are incurred.

,êF M,ANITOBA
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There are three basic considenations which must be Íncorporated

in the design of the software. These are:

l) The software must be able to handle user requirements;

2) The capabi'lity of the software must not exceed the capa-

bility of the hardware;

3) The software must be capable of handling the intended input.

The designers of the software must therefore be thoroughly famÍliar

with the entire systen, as the efficiency of the system revolves around

the software.

3. Geographic Identification and Data Aggregation

The location of an entity is an important consideration,

because planning is so often concerned with spat'ial patterns.

Geographic location identifiers such as census tract, parcel

roll number, 'legal description, street or parcel address and munici-

pafity are usually associated with pìanning and other agency data and

functi ons . However, user requests , especi a'l 1y for purposes of ana'lys i s ,

frequentìy necessitate an aggregation of data into an areal unit in

which the relationship between the identifiers is'quite complex.

A sjmilar situation occurs on the supplier side as well. In addition,

a total composite picture can onìy be obtained if information on

indivìdual elements can be linked through a unique identification
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and the data must be organized in such a way that there is flexibÍlity
for various correlations.

Therefore, in order to efficiently collect, organize and

disseminate data, considering the multip'l'icity of suppliers and users,

there is a need for a common identification that is acceptable to

all. Furthermore, "flexibiìity can on'ly be maintained if data is stored

on the basis or the same entities from which it is collected. This

is known as the "atomic principl""."39
i r...:,.' :. :,',..

l ,:' :)

In essence what is required is a "coordinate system whereby

information is referenced to a unit area, such as the individual

parceì lot, with built-in assembìy of such units to any desired area

of reference".40

One such technique is referred to as the "Geograph.icaily

Referenced Data Storage.and Retrieval System (GRDSR), more commonly

cal:led Geocodiñgrr.4'1 This technique is based on a system of x-y

coordinates representing the intersection of a pre-determined grid.

As such a coordinate system is simpìy a numbering system for identi-

fyi rig I ocati on. Speci f i c I ocati ons can thus be comp'l ete'ly and uni quely

descr:ibed by coordinate numbers representing the intersection of

numbered grid ìines. These x-y coordinates can thus serve as common

denominators to correlate all of the geographic identifiers used by

the various agencies. Such a system provides the mechanism for relating

data to a geographic location and virtually makes any combination of

data that a user might request, as. the "computer can sort machine-readable 
t;,:,,: ,,.,,:
'.1_,:. - _ '
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data into various geographic arrangements".42 Thus, al I the user

has to do is define the area of interest and the systern autornatical'ly

retrieves the corresponding coordinates along with the associated

data. The flexibility inherent in such a system is imperative for

summary purposes and for re-assemb'ly in different types of ana'lysis.

In addition, such a system provides the integrating e'lement for all

the data that is incorporated into the system or the input side.

Geocodi'ng thus "becomes a form of 'linkage between different applica-

tions or components of the system"43 and "onìy if the information on

individuals can be linked through a unique identifier can a composite

picture be bu'i 1t".44 One major disadvantage of a geocoding system is

that "although a unique identifier is appìied to each specific point

of 'the City these identifiers camy little meaning by themselves".45

0ther more common methods of linking data to a specìfic area or parcel

is to use the assessment roll number as the key'identifier, combined

with the municipal address.

4. Confidentiality Requirements

The development of data access controls must become an

integraì part of the system design, as the system becomes more compre-

hensive and includes data concerning individual persons. This is of

utmost importance and it is essential to ensure that unauthorized

persons cannot gain direct access to the data.

Furthermore, since the data relating to individuals must be

kept in confidence, it is imperative that control mechanisms are
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incorporated to ensure that the release of this sort of data is on

an aggregate basis onìy and without identifiers. "Even there,

however, care must be exercised to assure that any sampìe group

is not so small or unique that conclusions can be drawn about

specific individuals by carefu'l study".46

Siege147 .tphurizes that an additional requìrement relates to

the integrity of the system. Careful vigilence must be exercised

over the entire system and the data entry procedure carefully

defined to ensure that improper data ìs not entered into the system

which would replace good data previously stored. Furthermore, not

only must standards be developed for data entry, but validation

criteria for data items must also be established.

The factors of confidentjality, security and integrity are so

important, that in reality, acceptance or rejection of the entire

system by our politica'l leaders and the public may depend on the

degree to which this is ensured. A Data Control Board, whose function

is to oversee what part of information is released and in what form,

must therefore be established before the system becomes operative.

5. S.vstem Documentation and Charts

Since the success and optimum utilization of an information

system dêpends upon good management, an important feature of a good

system is comprehensive documentation and charting of the entire
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system as !,,ell as of its sub-systems. Flow charts are srìrnpìy a method

for dísp'laying information ín pîctorîal form and provide a technique

for indicat'ing relationsh'ips, flows of information and any other useful

facts. charting can be used for stages of systems development and to

prov'ide a composite of the entire system. For example each sub-system

can be independently charted and then either linked with charts of other.

sub-systems or of the entire system to provide a complete picture of

the development.

This type of presentation greatly assists all interested parti-

cipants (users and suppliers) in attaining an overall understanding

of the system and its operation as well as an appreciation of the

various intemelationships of the sub-system. Such an overview by

management inevitabìy results in a better acceptance of the systemn

and better management of the system, both of which are essential

features to a successful systems operat'ion. Documentat'ion on the

other'hand is a narrative descriptjon of a particular organization,

policy or procedure and is in many instances nothing more than a well-

wrítten procedures manual. Systems documentation for example can

include such things as description of access facilities, the format

in which the data is stored and the degree of accuracy. The documen-

tation, which can be in the form of organizational policy or proceduraì

manuals is thus a valuable tool of communication and better managemen'u.

One very specific area that good documentation assists in the opera-

tion and maintenance of'a successful system, is to ensure contjnuity

in situations where high staff turnover prevails. The unavailability

'1:.

:..?



of the person who designed the procedure or system is a probìem

suffered all too often especially by government agencìes.

6. Testfng the System

A procedure for evaluat'ing and checking the system is

imperative not only to ensure that the des'ign of the system meets

the objectives but also to ensure its operation. Not only must the

system be tested and programs debugged during the init'ial design and

implementat'ion, it must also be ana'lyzed and evaluated on a continual

basis. Built-in checks on the rel iabif ity and efficiency of data

should be an 'intregal part of the systems daily operation.

,_.1:4:r':Y:a l:
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7. Integration with Non-Plannjng Departments

Integration with other City departments such as Assessment

and Business Tax is attractive because this affords the Planning

Department the opportun'ity to utilize data collected by other depart-

ments in their dai'ly operations. S'ince the other departments in turn

must benefit from the system a common need must be identified.

This does not mean that an entire integrated system has to be

;:ri1;:,:¡rl;: :;:,;;designed and implemented at the outset. A system by definition¡ i;ffi.
consists of an assembly of sub-systems, and therefore facil'itates

incremental development as long as the sub-system is compatible with

otherSub"SystemS.Intheinterimeachofthesub-systemsmayeVen
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serye as independent systens, such that the imp.lementation of a

sub-system is at no time in jeopardy pendÌng the design of a iarger
system' All too often in the past the development of smalì sub-systeis
has been unnecessari'ly delayed.

0n the other hand it is imperative to realize that in the design
of any information system the rerationships between the sub-systems

are not:well defined during the early planning and desîgn stages and

thus one singìe area or sub-system should not be penetrated too deep.ly

before the broader relationships of al1 components are examined. it
is also necessary to c'learìy document and chart the sub-systems and

the interrelationship of the sub-systems, and to.expìain the total
information system. If proper'ly conducted this step can greaily assisÈ
in al'l aspects of systems deve'lopment.

-:r- l

In order to maximize the benefits to all concerned, planning and i

inon-planning functions, an independent ,,team,, must be structured to j

undertake the design and impìementation of the system. In addit.ion .,,,,.,1, 1

i i'.: .:'this "team" can coordinate the development of all sub-systems and thereby i. '.. 
,.,

provide not onìy the "unbiased" coordination but the continuity ,',,'.,',''

essentiaJ to the task.

And finaììy as stated by Hoak, "a coordinated data system among

separate and independent agencies must be based upon a sp.irit of
cooperation and a recognition of common interest among the system

parti ci pants', . 
48
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D. CONCLUSiON

This chapter has identified some of the fundamenta'l factors of

an integrated information system such as the steps involved in

systems development, the requìrements of an information system,

and certa'in pertinent design considerations. These were presented

in order not only to offer the reader a better understanding of

i'nformation systems but to prov'ide some basic guidelines for systems

feasibility and development pursu'its. Any serious attempt at developing

an effective system must, due to its very compìex nature, take

cognizance of the requirements of the system, and of design consider-

ations such as input-output procedures, geographic identification and

systems testing. without due attention to these components at the

outset, a proposed system is doomed from its initial concept.

50
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CHAPTER V

DETERMINING DATA USERS AND THEIR NEEDS

One of the key issues in good information systems development is

to clearly determine the data users and to identify their data needs,

as it is for the data user that the system was orig'ina'l1y designed.

A. DATA USERS

As with the suppliers of data, there must be an assurance of opti-

mal util ization of the system by potential users. Consideration must be

given not onìy to the planning departments' needs per se, but to other

government and pr:ivate concerns in the c'ity. However, since it is vir-

tual'ly impossible to determine all of the potential users and their in-

formation requirements, and prohibitiveìy expensive to create a system

that will respond to al1 possibìe questions and user demands Ímposed

upon it, the system must initial'ly be designed on a modest basis, but

with a built-in flexibility that will permit it to adapt. Thís initial
system "can be designed for the future by extrapolating from past trends

and interests; indeed, this is the only rat'iona'l approach to design".On

Reynoldsso rrggests that as a starting,point an attempt should be

made to categorize the potential users according to the primary use for

which the in.formation is needed. His broad categories include research,

reguìation and operations, planning and policy making.

:, : i.il.l
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UlrichSl,has suggested that in situations where there is more than

one user for basicaìly the same system, two approaches exist:

"1. unique systems are developed for each user; and/or

2. all the users and information systems together serve as a

task force to design the system."

He concludes by indÍcating that the best approach in most cases is

to begin with single user specific systems.

:.:_. ::,:r:,..It is thus evident that a system must therefore be created in an- i:'.;:.;':

ticipation of user needs and requirements which are not fu'lìy known, 
,

consequently it must be designed in such a fashion so that it can quickly 
i

i

respond to any information requirement changes. Lipetz points out that l

over a period of time it is not onìy the system that must be adaptable,

but the users as wel I ;

"A system that is fully responsive to its users
will react not on'ly by conducting immediate
searches but also by adapting its collection
and organizatíon activities over the long run
to accomodate indicated interests and probable
needs. Conversely, the users will also adapt
in time to an extiilng system."52

This means that the users will have to familiarize themselves with 
:

the system, not necessarily with the detailed mechanics, but at least 
i;.,-,,.,

wi th i ts conceptuaì aspects and capabi I i ti es. Output procedures, for- 
::rrjìil.i

niatsandgeneraìizedretrieva]programsthataresuitedtotheneedsof

the anticipated users must be establ ished. The retrieval programs must

be capable of extracting and providing data in any specified form and/or 
i..,.:,,1..,
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combination. Since this element specifies the kind of information and

its format, it is really responsible for the design of the entire system.

B. DATA NEEDS

The success of an jnformation system depends a great deal upon the

ability of the system designers to determine information needs and to

design a unique system to meet these needs. Although this is a very

critical aspect of the information system, it is one of the most diffi-
cu'lt problems facing a designer of a system. The matter is complicated

by the fact that information for decision making is often compìex and

not easiìy defined, and that different levels of "management/pìanning"

require different kinds of information. Furthermore, "information needs

relate not on'ly to information required to solve known prob'lems but is

also required to find problems".53 The latter aspect is especially

difficult to ascertain because most users tend to pinpoint their infor-

mation needs on the basis of what they are currently reviewing or ana-

lyzing, rather than on that of their long-term requirements

Decisions related to data selection should not be made on the basis

of quantity data items, but rather upon a determination of what data is

actual'ly required for the activities which the system is to support.

Although information cannot be generated if supporting data are absent,

the scope of the base cannot be so broad that implementation of the

system becomes financial'ly impractical. Norton isler points out that:

'.:1:
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"All too often, planning resources spent on
land use, demographic and economic data are
never reflected in poìicy decisions; thereby
they are wasted. It is too easy to attr.ibute
this perversity on the part of policy makers;
more often than not the planner is at fault
for not selectinq such information in relation
to its eventful ãpplication".54

SÍmilar'ly this concern can reÌate to an information system which

is designed for a specific purpose. 0n one hand, a screening process is

required to ensure that data is not handled for data's sake, however, on

the other hand, it is not only essential to determine what information

is currently important to the users, but at the same time provide for a

comprehensive outlook.

It is thus apparent that in information systems development much

consideration must be given to formulating a meaningfu'l approach to the

difficult task of determining user needs. UrlichsS has indicated a sur-

vey approach whereby broad terms of reference are provided by the user/

client and the systems designers then provide the broad design based

upon a survey of the user requirements. The City of Caìgary Management

Systems Development Department'employs a technique whereby the entire

"user process" js reviewed and the user requirements are defined as an

integral step. In the case of a City Planning related system for ex-

ample, the planning process is carefu'lly studied and understood in order

to ascertain the requirements imposed on the system. This has an added

advantage, in that wherever possible, the current process can be modi-

fied for system adaptation. A vital component of this method is a
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"design team approach" where

namely the user department,

al ì interested

systems ana'lysts

parties are represented;

and data processors.

This course of

tion mode'l approach"

action is somewhat similar

whereby there is;

to Horton's "communica-

"less emphasis on the technical structure of
the information system and correspondingly
moÈe emphasis on the behaviqral attributes
of the information users".56

In this v',ay certain relevant clues about the users needs and re-

quirements can be obtained. Horton, however, qualifies this by pointing

out that "there are not formulas or higher order keys for determining

information needs and uses" and thus "the final identification of needs

and users will.be found to be heaviiy dependent on feedback based on

actual usage of the system".57 That is, as the system becomes opera-

tional, the originaì'ly perceived needs and uses will be modified.

C. CONCLUS ION

Two very salient aspects are evident in any approach to determin-

ing data users and their needs. Firstìy, that a systems approach, its

basic concept and applíed methodology can be an extremely usefuì tool

and secondly that a "team approach" is virtually a prerequisite. Fur-

thermore, a'lthough data seìection is so vital to information systems

development, there is a danger that too much emphasis may initially be

:r:ìi!:ii 1ìr:51..:r. .,,:
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pìaced upon data collection and its organization, and by the time its

application is considered the appropriate data for the system is not

available. Extreme caution must thus be empioyed when determining

data requirements of the system.
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CHAPTER VI

POTENTIAL USI AND BENEFITS OF AN INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEM

A. INTRODUCTION

An integrated information system can perform two essential func-

tions. Firstly, it can provide an automated method for performing

many of the-daily operations more effective'ly and efficiently which

should result in an increased leveì of service to the public and a more

effective control and management of operation. For examp'le, checks can

be bui'tt in which prevent the issuance of permits premature'ly. Second'ly,

it will provide continua'lly updated information for decision making.

It is this latter function which requires a more in-depth discussion at

this time.

B. POTENTIAL USE

.

The use:of the information is theoretically un'lÍmited. However,

it is greatly dependent upon the type of system that is created in

terms of capacity, sophistication and acceptability. A relatively

small isolated sub-system wil'l only generate very specific and limited

i nformati on.

' Consequent'ly, the potential use of the information is more limited

than it would be from a broader, more comp'lex integrated system.

- 59-
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Although there is an unlimited number of areas where current read-

iìy accessible information may be used, there are several basic areas

related to planning. Four of these areas are outlined below:

l. Planning and Analysis: Information both qualitative and quan-

titative such as employment, population, incomes and educa-

tion levels can serve as the basis for examining area growth

characteristics. An exampìe of this is the t^linnipeg Regional

StudysS in which such characteristics are vital to the project.

Up-to-date information on land use, land capabiiity and eco-

nomic activity would great'ly facilitate land use anaìysis and

economic base studies.

The area in which the information would perhaps be most use-

ful is in comprehensive development planning. Since the con-

cept of process and continuity is inherent in this type of

planning a continuous flow of up-to-date information would be

an invaluable asset, if not in fact, a pre-requisite for pur-

: poses of policy and pìan implementation and policy or pìan

eval uation within a time dimension

2. Mun'icipal, government and administrative entities: The avail-

ability of currently up-dated and easily retrievalbe informa-

tion wou'ld relate directly to management and administrative

, functions, as well as to ìonger range decision-making endea-

vors. For example, the record-keeping capabil ity and auto-

mation of procedures of aspects such as building permits,

certification of titlen and subdivision approvals would prove

i irt.: :tr:l
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to be not only advantageous as a device for having this in-

formation on fi'le, but would also greatly assist in the pro-

cessing and handling of daily inquiries by various entities

and in the production of monthly and yearly statistical and

other reports.

Special Studíes: In addition to planning and ana'lysis, in-

formation that Ís well documented would serve as a valuable

input into particular studies such as the determination of

housing needs or transportation facilities which, in many in-

stances, require the use of forecasting models and other more

sophisticated techni ques.

Po'lícy and Project Evaluation: Readily available up-dated

information can facilitate evaluatÍons of proposals and assist

in assessing their impact. This type of feedback is an essen-

tial component of an effective planning process.

The listing outline above is by no means exhaustive. However, it
does provide an indication of the wide app'lication of information which

is cument in nature and is readily retrievable on a pre-conscribed

format. There is little doubt that such a feature would be a tremen-

dous asset to urban planning.

C. POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF AN INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEM

In undertaking such a dìscussion, it must be realized that much of

it is specu'lative, as "no city yet has a true integrated information
Ão

system"."' Neverthe'less, there are certain benefits which can be

3.

l.-'.:.,.

4.

i.. lirii
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anticipated and must therefore be considered.

l. An 'integrated information system can "by its very nature pro-

vide the feedback required to follow the community or region

as various programs are impìemented, modified,abandoned or

expanded".60

2. An ìnformation system.can provide an automated mechanism for

the collection¡ storage and retrieval of good data on a cur-

rent basis and can ensure a commona'lty of data.

3. An integrated information system can eliminate the duplication

of data collection and storage by various agencies, and in

turn make data readi'ly accessible to all concerns.

4. Information systems can contribute to the interdjscip'linary

staffing of munic'ipaì government agencies. For example,

Planning Department staff would be comp'lemented with econo-

mists, statisticians and systems analysts to aid in turning

data into information.

5. By automatïng and streamlining many of the normal tasks per-

formed by various agencies, an information system can increase 
,

the operat'ional efficiency and thereby in the ìong run reduce

costs.

6.. Information system technology can enable the same set of data 
l

that is used ín daily operations such as assessment and build- i

ing permit processing to be used in other functions

7. An integrated ínformation system can improve services to the 
i

citizen. For examp'le, the use of CRT's (Cathrode Ray Tubes)
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in the Assessment and Taxation Departments can provide easy

"on line" access to records and greatìy expedite the handìing

of customer enquÍries and bi'llings

8. Information systems can simpìify the analysis stage of infor-

mation. City Planners can thus spend less time manipuìating

data into information and can devote more attention to policy-

oriented matters

9; Information systems can augrnent decentralization of services

and decision making by disseminating data from a central ized

system to "decentralized branches".

10. An integrated information system can encourage the creation

and evolution of many alternate p'lans.

I I . An information system can facil itate and speed up some deci-

sion making and routine activity, thereby allowing management

to spend more time on leadership activities.

Some specific Planning Department activities which can benefit

i ncl ude:

l. an increased level of service to the pubìic. Public inquir-

ies can be quick'ly and accurately ansv,Jered by means of on-

line CRT's which are directly linked to computers. An examp'le

, of Calgary.

2. the provisjon of statistical reports and summaries on "stored

data". A system provides the inherent capability of produc-

ing not only more meaningfuì and accurate statistical reports

- I rr.'.':.::
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but more diversified ones as well. Furthermore, these re-

ports can be updated periodicaìly or as required with rela-

tÍve ease.

an augmenting of the data base with current and historical

data.

communication with property owners and tenants by means of

computer-printed address labels.

the potential for graphic display by means of a computer.

an increase in the coordination and control of operations

which results in increased efficiency and productivity and

the provision of management reports which will enable mana-

gers to control their operations.

D. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

A cost benefit analysis of an information system can be undertaken

at any or all levels in the ana'lytic framework and systems development

commencing with an initial systems feasibility study. It is panticu-

'larly imperative that this sort of analysis be carrÍed out at the ini-

tial stages of development in order to minimize expenditure of money

and resources should a system prove to be unfeasible. The Stages of

Systems Development estab'lished by the Management Systems Development

Department outlined in Figure 4 provides such a mechanism at the term-

ination of stages I and 2. At the end of these stages in the systems

development it is determined whether or not the exercise should

i:::: :

¡.:: j..;':r.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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proceed br be abandoned. In addition, such checks should be carried

out through subsequent stages.

A cost benefit ana'lysis of an information system is a precarious 
i,,,.,;,,,,

undertaking as the results or benefits are difficult to preciseìy de- :"::.'1:ì:.,:ì

termine and especiaì1y difficult to quantify in monetary terms. Zani,6l
:

for exampìe, in a cost benefit ana'lysis of selected operationa'l infor- : .-

mation systems, found that the system did not automaticalìy generate ¡,.i;,:l-,'l.
l.,t' t 

t., 
'' :

savings for a company and that the information flow in and out of it- 
ì , ., ,,,,
i- r,.r:l:': ::r.

self had marginal added value. It is only when a system is meaning- i:;:;¿':r:'i::

fulìy integrated into the management process that it yieìded a benefit.

Horton62 has postulated the problems of assessing the benefits that

a system offers and suggests that certain guiclelines must be established

or followed in an evolution of a system and its benefits. Firstly,

some system of measurement must be developed. This is especial'ly dif'
ficult to formulate for "in-house services". Secondly, the benefits

must be quantífied where feasible, however, many of the costs and bene-

fits are more qualitative and intagible. Thirdly, some form of weight-

ing the system must be considered for measuring the benefits against

the'costs. This weighting system can then be empìoyed to evaluate any

trade offs or compromises.

'

In so far as the provision of information to the user, four key

criterialcan be assessed to measure the benefits of the system. These

i ncl ude:
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l. timeliness of information and response time. This relates to

whether or not it is avaílable when requested;

Z. reliability of data;

3. accuracy and precision of data, and

4. compìeteness and thoroughness of data.

Regardless of what system is adopted for measuring the effective-

ness andlbenefits of an information system, it is imperative that costs

(expenditures) can be justified if the system is to have any hope of

being accepted by the user or senior management responsible for its

financing and allocation of the necessary resources. The potential

benefits outlined, whether quantifiabìe or not, must be evident.

E. CONCLUSION

The benefits of an integrated information system are only specula-

tive as there is no comp'leteìy integrated information system in opera-

tion today. the'oretical'ly, however, the most potential benefits

identified incl,ude improving the decision-making process by providing

an automated mechanism for data handling and automating and streamlining

the operations functíon, thereby leading to more effective planning and

service to the pubìic. Regardless of the potential benefits, the suc-

cess or faiture of information systems is very dependent upon evident

results to all concerns.
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CHAPTER VII

INFOR}.IATION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

A CASE STUDY: THE CITY OF CALGARY APPROACH TO THE

DEVELOPMENT OF A ''DEVELOPMENT AND BUILDING PERMIT CONTROL SYSTEM''

A. INTRODUCTION

The City of Calgary, in .l974, 
attempted to develop a Development

and Bu'iìding Permit Control System, which was intended to serve as an

integral part of a City-wide information system. The purpose of this

chapter is to brief'ly outline the role of City Planning in Calgary and

the feasibility stage of the proposed City of Calgary Development and

Building Fermit Control System. The feasibility stage identified the

problems encountered in the current operations and demonstrated a need

for an automated system. The most significant aspect, however, is that,

a'lthough the feasibility study clearly indicated a need for a control

system that would not only assist in the daiìy operations but that

would also augment the Planning Department's data base, five years la-

terthe system is still not implemented.

. 
A new department, Management Systems Development Department, v'Jas

given the rêsponsibi'lity of carrying out the systems ana'lysis and opera-

tions research. In order to facilitate better communicatíon, a project

team was established consisting of members from the Planning Depart-

mênt,' Management Systems and Data Processing.

-69-
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B. CITY PLANNING - THE CALGARY SITUATION

In order to pìace the role of City Pìanning in its proper perspec-

tive as related to the context of this study and to establish a working

framework, a brief overview of the pìanning and municipa] government

structure in the City of Ca'lgary is presented.

All of the municipal or suburban communities withín the metropol-

itan boundaries of Calgary have direct representation on City Council

and in turn the cíty is governed and administrated by one corporate

body, City Council. As such, the municipal government structure can be

referred to as "unicity" in which one central body is responsible for

governing the entire metropolitan area.

City Council, the governing body and ultimate decision maker, con-

sists of l4 aldermen and a mayor, aiì of which are elected ward repre-

sentatives. This body is supported and advised by an appointed technicai

or administrative staff consisting of senior administrators, the Board

of Commissioners, and various departments, each responsible for specific

functions. In addition, there is an appointed advisory board, the Cal-

gary Planning Commission, composed of both Civic employees, usually

Department Heads, and representatives from the private sector.

The primary role of the City of Calgary administration (Figure 5),

of whích the Planning Department is an integral part, is to service the

public (residents) of Calgary by:
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providing the essentjal services such as transportation, watern

sewer, electricity, fire and po'lice protection, ambulances and

emergency rescue aid, and;

controlling and maintaining these services.

In fulfilling this responsibility, there are two major functions.

Firstly, there is the operationa'l control function which refers to the

carrying out of specific'tasks in functional areas effectively and

efficiently. This includes tasks such as taxation and assessment, fi-
nance and payroi'1, utility biìlÍng, social services and street mainten-

ance, to name but a few. Secondly, there is the management p'lanning

function which refers to the establishment and attainment of the objec-

tives of the organization through the allocation of human and financial

resources.

However, since the entjre spectrum of urban government and deci-

sion making in genera'l is outside the scope of this study, on'ly the

specific role of the City Plann'ing function is examined in greater de-

tail.
i-':l: \.-l

l.

2.

Specifically, the P]anning Department's role in the City of Ca]gary

is as a support entìty to the City Corporation. It Ís an administrative

body whose primary function is to advise and assist the Calgary Pìanning

Commission and City Council with regard to the planning of orderìy and

economical developrnent within the City. This Ínvolves the Planning De-

partment in a r^iide range of activ'ities in both the area of policy

i:..'. :

i;r:'i:;, i

i'.1
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formation and policy interpretation and implementation. The policy

formulation role relates to the preparation of land use po'licies, de-

sign briefs, the Calgary Plan and other specific studies as required by

City Council, the Calgary Planning Commission or the Board of Commis-

sioners. The interpretation and imp]ementation of policy involves pri-

mari'ly the processing of various applications such as pìans of subdivision,

land use reclassification, development permits and building permits.

It is thus within the framework of the general definition of the

planning process and the specific function of p'lanning in the City of

Ca'lgary, that the imp'lementation of a Development and Builcling Permit

Control System was investigated

c. CITY CONTEXT

l. City Growth

The City of Calgary is a fast-growing western Canadian city which

as of June l, 1978, consisted of 492,100 persons.

It is evident from Table I and Figure 6 that Calgary has experi-

enced a high rate of population growth during the past l0 years. Popu-

latjon forecasts indicate that although the annual rate of increase may

decline slightly, in absolute terms the City is expected to continue to

grow substantially over the next 10 years. (Table 2 and Figure 7.)

Ì.: ' :r':11:l

l:: : :.r::i:.:iaa!,'
l. ,.,ì:.Ì-1.'Ëri)i
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Table l Popu'lati on Growth
- The City of Calgary 1968-1978

Popu'l ati on
(as of June I )

Percentage
Increase

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.4

3.4

3.3

3.3

3.2

3..|

3.0

2.9

Ca'l gary Pl anni ng Department
June I 979

Table 2

Year

I 968

I 969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

Year

360,760 4.2

375,860 4.2

390,690 3.9

403,31 9 3.2

417 ,780 3.6

428,370 2.5

439 ,770 2.7

455,287 3. 5

469 ,917 3.2

490,580 4.4

502,700 2.5

Source: The City of Calgary Planning Department
Fact Sheet, June 

.l979

Projected Popu'lation of Ca'lgary
I 978 to I 988

Annua I
I ncrease

i:ra::,::.r:.

1978

19V9

I 980

1 981

1982

I 983

I 984

I 985

I 986

1987

I 988

Popul ati on

502,700

520,400

538,600

557,200

576,000

595, 200

6l 4,700

634,200
' 653,900

673,600

693,400

Source: The City of
Fact Sheet,
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This population growth has resulted in pressure on the City for the

provision of houses, utilities, education facílities and a'll of the other

services demanded by a growing populace. urban planning and policy for-
mulation relating to direction of growth, transportation networks, land

use and population density has been required more than ever, in an

attempt to accommodate this gnowth in an orderly and economic manner.

Much of this burden is placed on the p'lanning department.

Steady population growth accompanied by a thriving construction

and development 'industry has increased subsequent'ly the work load of

the Plannìng Department in recent years. Not only have the number of

reports and studies been on an increase, but the processing function

has increased as welì, as indicated by the number of single detached,

two family and rowhouse dwelling starts between 1968 and 
.l978 (Table 3

and Figure 8).

Table 3 Dwel'ling Starts, Singìe Detached, Two Family
and Row Housing 1968 to l97B

year Total

#r,1s;iã2T-.:*"ii¡ii:+;ì.rJi

ì r .t:

I 968

I 969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

I 978

3,035

4,473

4,ì16
5,307

4,979

5,259

5,83.|

6,647

9,446

9,.l43

l o, o84

Source: City of Calgary Planning Department
March, 1979
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2. Past Experience

In 1972, the City of Calgary Planning Department carried out a land

use inventory of the Downtown in an endeavour to augment and update

the city's existing data files. The pbimary objective of that study

lvas "to collect, store, update and retrieve land use data required for

ìong range planning programs, efficient'ly and economically using elec-

tronic data processing techniques".63

The study was coordinated by the Long Range Planning Division and

carried out by a group of summer students. An actual field survey was

undertaken during which certain pertÍnent data such as land use, buitd-

ing areas and occupancy was obtained. In addition, existing records

t,Jere searched and cross referenced to ensure that the most reliable data

was gathered and to determine the most reìiable source, if any, from the

existing files. This aspect of the study took approximately four months

and cost approximately $20,000.

:

Once alT of the data was gathered, manÍpulated and checked it was

edited and entered on a co-mputer file. some of the coding, such as land

use,.was done in the fietd. However, it was all checked in the office.

In this case the General Land Use Code (see Appendix A) and the Standard

Industrial C'lassification were used. Since the data was all entered on

a roÏl number basis, the file was sorted and added to the existing prop-

erty fiìg. A'11 definítions of terms, procedures, data sources and problems

were carefully and elaborately documented in a manua'l which could serve

78
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as future reference. In addition, a critical review of the entire under-

taking was conducted. It is these findings that are particularly note-

worthy.

Firstly, although study concepts and purposes were determined in

advance, the actual survey was premature as the detailed programming of

procedures, information source and staff organization was not com-

pìeted atrthe time of commencement. This resulted in a lack of testîng

and a considerable lack of efficiency. Therefore, it is imperative,

that procedures be carefuÏly formulated and all methods and systems

thoroughly tested well in advance.

Second'ly, it was concluded that the Inventory did provide the City

of Calgary with comprehensÍve data to suppìement the existing file for

the Downtown. However, it provided information for one period on'ly and

on this basis was a successful undertaking. However,

"as a part of a city-wide information system the
merité of the entire project are highìy-question-: able until the City implements a feasible method
of"updating the files created. l,lithout such a
system of updating, the data wil'l be of little
val ue and soo4 -obso'lete, the project wi I I have
been futi'le!"64

This concern, a'long with the increase in processing workload and

demand for current ínformation has prompted the City of Calgary Planning

Department to investigate the'development of a pìanning information and

control gystem with specific concentration in the first phase upon a

building and developing permit related system. The author of this thesis



was employed by the City of Calgary'as part of the l97z Downtown Land

Use Inventory Team, and in 1973-74 as the Planning Department represen-

tative on a "team" formed to pursue the development of just such a sys-

tem. The remaining section briefly outlines the method used and some of
the major prel iminary observations made by the Team.

3. Systems Thinkinq

The Manag.ement Systems Development Department has formulated a

seven stage systems development process. These stages were outìined in
Figure 5. The case study represents the initiat phase of Stage I or the

Prel iminary Study. Portions of subsequent stages have been camied out

on an Íncremental basis. However, the overall system development is at

the Preliminary Study Stage. For example, on line CRT's have been in-
sta'lled in the Planning Department. These, in the ìong term will access

the entire Planning Department Fite and will provide the terminals for
data entry. At present these serve onìy as a means to readily access a

historical data fÍle and, as such, are litera'lly nothing more than a

display screen. The information currentiy available by means of the

CRT is from the Property Fite.

D. THE DEVELOPMENT BUILDING PERMIT SYSTEM

l. Introduction

--"tifiii¡

BO

i.r --::--.i:

::l;::
i-iTl
i':';:

::a-!:r¡;:'ì:.:r. ,:

The current Operations and Building

City of Calgary Planning Department have

Inspection DÍvisions of the

as their prime responsibility



the issuance of permits. The type of permits include:

Development Permit
Buílding Permit
Plumbing Permit
Gas Permit
Heating Permit
Occupancy Permit
Permit to Drilt t,lell
Home Occupation Permit
Homeowners Plumbing Permit
Moving Permit
Sign Permit
Use of Street Permit

It is becoming apparent that as the City grows, increased demands are

beÍng pìaced on the permit system. Furthermore, proper management of

the City is requiring a higher degree of control and ìntegration among

the numerous permits.

Studies of the current permit system indicated some serious short-

comings with respect to the control function and also in the generation

of uniform data. These studies have consisted of an analysis of al'l

procedures and forms current'ly used in the processing of individual

permit appl ications.

The purpose of this preliminary study was:

to outline the policies and procedures currently in use

and document those areas which are of concern.

to provide some generaì concepts or approaches which could

be used in improving the procedures.



to provide recommendations as to whether the project

should continue, terminate or be postponed.

2. Objectives of the Proposed System

The broad objectives generated from the preliminary study are

briefly outl ined below:

- to provide an increased level of service to the public.

- to increase coordination and control of all permits.

- to provide management reports which will enable managers

to controì their operational functions.

- to augment the City's data base with current and his-

torical data.

- to provide the abiìity to produce more meaningfuì and

' diversified statistical reports.

to provide a means of updating other sub-systems in the

: Property Information System.

It was concurred that the above objectives can be realized with the

deveì'opment of a iomputer based system:

Figure 9 briefly outlines the major approval processes camied out t,. ,,,,.

by the Cr.¡rrent Operations and Building Inspection Divisions. Insofar

as the P'lanning Department is concerned, these virtually re'late to the

entire process entailed in the development of land from its raw state

82
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to íts final form. The pÈocedüres dealt with within this report are

indicated by a dashed line.

3. Areas of Concern with Existing System

The existing permit system functioned adequately upon initial imple-

mentation, however, due to the imposition of increased demands and volume,

some major deficiencies have developed. These are outlined below:

a) Multipìic'ity of filing systems makes valuable data not readily

accessible. For example, there are two filing systems related to

permit processing, each having a unique key.

b) Building permits have been issued prior to the approval of a

Development Permit. Also, Development Permits have been issued

without due consideration being given to the conditions stipu'lated

by the amendment to the Land Use Classification Guide and in some

instances prior to the amendment being approved by City Council.

Therefore, developments have occurred without adhering to a'l'l

requi reme.nts

c) The Building Inspectors inspect al1 types of construction to en-

sure that the buil:der adheres to all the Building Permit regula-

tions. At present, the enforcement of Development Permit regula-

tions is not necessari'ly done by the Building Inspector. This

situation must be rectified.

d) Building Permit Fees are based on value stated by the app'licant.

The Development Permit includes only advertising costs and unless



it reaches the Building Permit stage, processing costs are not

taken into account.

e) There is a lack of literature (i.e., brochures) defining submission

requirements for each perrnit type (i.e., definition of square foot-

âgê, site coverage, etc.). Incompìete appìications for permits

have caused processing delays.

f) Due to the multiplicity of forms the applicant is required to

i nî tiate repeti ti ous' data ( i , e. , name, address , type of bui I di ng ,

use of land, etc.).

g) The information that is provided by permits is frequent'ly inaccurate

due to inflexible coding systems and a lack of common definitions.

h) The present system is deficient in the production of statistical

reports (i.e., reports produced are manuaììy assimilated and typed;

information needed by other departments ís not provided in the form

required and additional information constantly required by the

Planning Department such as land use, parking statístics, etc. is
not provided).

i) The dual use of an App'lication'for Development permit form for

either ihe construction of a building or a change of use - creates

confusi on.

i) 'Building Permits have been issued on the basis of tentative pìans

rather than registered p'lans. Although this is legally undesir-

able, it does assist in expediting the Building permit process.

Historicaììy, this has not created any serious problems, and there-

fore may continue so long as the procedure Ís carefuily "fìagged,'.
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k) The duaT use of an Application for 0ccupancy Permit form - comp'le-

tion of new building and approval of change of use - creates con-

fusion.

4. Proposed Objectives

The proposed objectives of the new permit system cover two major

areas: daiìy operations and data base development.

a) Daily 0perations

Daily operations pertain to the actual day-to-day processing of

permíts. The more specific considerations incìude:

j) Level of Service to the Public

The level of service to the public may improve by the one-time

only collection of repetitious information required on the existing

permits. The possibility of combining one or more permits (i.e.,
Building' and' Development) and making them more self-explanatory

with accompanying 'literature on requirements and instructions for

completing an application where necessary,.offers improvement in

this area. Public relations will improve with the decrease in

processing time of each permit (not at the expense of quality) due

to more complete appìications and the elimination of redundant

steps. These benefits can be achieved through automation and stream

'lining of the permit system.
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ii) Effective Control

Through more effective controls, such problems as the issuance

of BuildÍng Permits prior to or without due consideration to Develop-

ment'Permits and errors or omissions on applications will be e:lim-

inated. Any reports produced from a system with tight controls

will be of a more meaningful and precise nature. comprehensive,

definitive and consístent information must be obtained on all forms.

These forms wil'l be used as source documents to up-date the build-
ing, property and other sub-systems. controls will provide a closer
integration with other departments, sections and divisions.

iii) Cash Control

An automated cash control function will eliminate the present

manual and coding and transcription of accounting and statistical
data. The statistical reports produced by the cashier wÍll be

automated.

iv) Management Reports

!',ith the production of management type reports, the managers 'l

withÌn the Planning Department will have a useful tool to assist 
;

them in making their administrative decisions. Summary reports

canbeproducedonaregu]arbasistoaidmanagementinevaluating

::'l:j:,
'i:: !:,:

i' ., ,'., .their operation as well as provide data in a format essentíal to the [1..''.1

impìementation of qua'l ity control techniques.
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b) Data Base Development

The other major benefit relates to the data base. The data base

approach will centralize all the information and organize it in such u 
,,,,,,,,,

manner that it is efficiently stored and conveniently accessible and ::':.':i '

maintainable. This will allow permit data to be used in a more sophis-

ticated manner for many purposes by Pianning and other departments. It 
:

will'allsw a more convenient means of accessing the data and for the i.,:r.t.
, ' ._ 

''.,

production of special reports and management summaries. In summary the 
i,:,,,-,,,,1

data base wi I I faci I i tate the fol l owi ng ! i:r'::::'::r ':;
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i) the consolidation and integration of existing data contained

on permits, plans and other relevant documents dispersed

throughout the Planning Department;

ii) automatic production of more meaningful statistical reports;

iii) the generatíon of new reports for other departments and/or

. divisÍons such as tngineering, Assessment, Fire and License.

: Specific examples include:

Urban Development Division (Engineering Department)

- list of all new construction by Developer and by pìan

of Subdivision.

- Business Tax Assessment Division (Assessment Department

Report) - a listing of all changes of use and all new

commerci a'l occupanci es .

Long Range Division (planning Department) - building and

1,.' '.:'-.Í:,

land data such as building square footage, site coverage, '

number of storeys and number of parking staìls; ::,



Subdivisjon Section (Planning Department) - Lot Inventory

System - provision of data indicating which lots have had

Building Permits issued.

iv) the provision of a means of updating the Building sub-system

and other sub-systems of the property Data Base, i.e.,
1872 Downtown Land use Inventory is obsolete without a means

of update.

The Property Data Base is a part of an entire City-wide information

system. Figure l0 Ís a schematic representation of the property Data

Base and its relationship to the overall city Information system.

The integration of all relevant data relating to permits on a

centralÍzed machine-readable media will facilitate the production of

reports that were impossÍble or at 'least much too time-consuming to

produce manually. Currently produced reports could be expanded and made

more meaningful as well asrmore accurate. A further attribute of an

automated system is the production of reports for other City Departments.

For example, Urban Development would be able to receive permit data in

a predetermined format and sequence. This would enhance the development

of the Urban Development Divísion Information and Billing System. The

abiìity to provide other departments with data generated by the Pìanning

Department in a format useable by them is another ìarge benefit which

wouìd be'derived from this system. under a data base concept not onìy

will the data generated by the Planning Department be made available to

90
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other civic departments but also the PlannÍng Department in turn can

receive data generated and updated by other departments (i.e., Assess-

ment and Land Departments).

5. Recommenddtions and Conclusions of the Preliminary Study

The recommendations of the Preliminary Study were:

that this study be approved and authorization be given to

proceed with Stage II;
that a project team (working level team) be established and

consist primariìy of two peopìe: a user representative (plan-

ning Department) and a systems analyst (Management Systems

Development Department) ;

that a firm commitment be made with respect to the personnel

mentioned above in order to ensure continuity essential to

the success of the project;

that other human resrources be readiìy available to work with

the project team as required;

that the project team report regularly to the Coordinators

of Current 0perations and Building Regulations Divisions.

,stage II recommended by this study entails an investigation into:

c)

d)

e)

a)

b)

a)

b)

c)

alternative solutions

alternatives compared

an alternative chosen.

problem defined;

existing method;

to the

to the

:i
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The development of the system master plan in the "system proposal

Report" (stage II) will require a combined effort from the planning

Department, Management Systems Development Department and Data Process-

ing Services Department. The preparation of the detail design of the

alternative chosen by the Planning Department will follow the acceptance

of the Stage II proposal.

" l^lith the imp'lementation of Phase I of this project, the new permit

system wi'll accomplish the major objectives outlined in this study.

The Case Study outlined on'ly the

to be the Ínitial steps in the design

grated information and control system

the City of Calgary.

beginning of what was anticipated

and implementation of an inte-

related to urban pìanning within

E. CONCLUS ION

.

Although at the time the'system was not developed nor implemented,

the Feasibility Report was successful in that it convÍnced the managers

within the City of Calgary Planning Department that an Integrated Infor-

mation and Control System is not on'ly a desirable feature but an essen-

tial one in order to ensure better pìanning in an ever changing and com-

pìex urban environment.

Furthermore, although the "Deve'lopment and Building permit Control

System" was only an incremental sub-system intended for a specific user
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and clearìy defined user requirements, fíve years later this sub-system

has not been effectively implemented. The practicality of a larger,

more complex integrated system is therefore highly questionable.

;.::,;':rl.:i
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ïhe Downtown Land Use Inventory UES Technical Report 7Z-1, The
City of Calgary Planning Department, November, 1'972, p. 14.

Ibid., p. 47.

CHAPTER VII - FOOTNOTES
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CHAPTER VIII

INFORMATION SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION
''AN IMPOSSIBLE DREAM''

This chapter outlines the problems encountered in implementing

not only the Development and Building Permit Control System in the City

of Calgary but integrated urban information systems in general. Atthough

'it is recognîzed that information systems are very necessary for city
Planning and municipa'l decision making and although much knowledge has

been developed relating to information systems, implementation of such

systems are an "Impossible Dream" at least at present in our urban set-

ting. There are many probìems confronting practical application of an

infôrmation system, right from the time of conception until such a time

as a system may be operative.

The fol'lowing section outlines the more outstanding ìssues, some of

which have lead to past failures and others of which have been exper-

ienced in current attempts to develop and implement an urban information

system. Although much of the discussion is based upon literature re-

lated to situations a'll across North America, the most significant as-

pect's relate to specific circumstances encountered in the City of Cal-

gary.

A. LACK OF APPRECIATION OF NEED FOR A SYSTEM

One of the major constraints in the development of a complex infor-
mation system is the lack of understanding and appreciation by the peopìe

-96-
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responsible for the allocation of resources, particuìarly financia'1,

for such a venture. The impact and potential benefits are, at least in
the initial stages, difficult to be realized by the decision-makers and

in view of the costs likely to be incurred and the concerted effort re-
quired, attempts at any serious consideration are greatìy impeded.

Management, in more cases than not, expects instant results and thus

because of this lack of understanding, fails to appreciate the practical

capabilÍties of the system.

B. FEAR OF LOSS OF AUTONOMY

Many agencies and individuals refute the concept of information

systems fearing that they wiìl lose the autonomy of their olvn particular

entity.or "empirei'as their operations will inevitably be more exposed.

weller65 has pointed out that he "who holds the key to entering, mani-

pulating and retrieving information affecting the organízation wÍll have

substantíal power and status". A loss of power is thus perceived by

the !'user department'r as the information ís often control]ed by an

outside department-. This aspect particularly hinders efforts in ob-

taining cooperatÍon amongst the suppliers of data and in the automation

of present operatÍons. The situation is aìso especiaìly prevaìent in

the Urban Planning'function as there is an insecurity amongst planners

because of the lack of a clear definition of the,'planning profession,'.

In this respect, a private corporation such as Genera'l Motors is

more-likely tolsucceed in the implementation of a system than is a

i.:.,:rri

i:r ':-':::jr
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munícipal administration because the profit orientated corporation can

identify its objectives more ctearly. In government, there Ís no profit
motivation thus the prime motivation often becomes "empire building" and

an information system is viewed as a threat.

C. FEAR OF COMPUTERS

Many ofìthe "traditional" pìanners (employees) who, because of

seniority and experience, are the senior managers, are unfami'liar with

computer technology and its capabilities. There is thus an inherent

fear that computer imperfection or error can resu'lt in the destruction

of data or a delay in the institution's abi'lity to perform its accepted 
l

lstandard of service. This concern is well founded since "it is not 
ì

possible to devise a system which simply cannot be disrupted or des- i

troye¿".66 Furthermore, a computerized system is subject to emors

iwhich are often difficult to detect and difficult to correct. 
i
i
!

D. RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Reluctance to accept changes in traditional methods of operation

is common among managers at all leve'ls of corporate organization, "thus

it occurs when M'IS (Management Information systems) is designed and

implemented".6T This resistance to change results in lackadaÍsical

attitudes and mjnimum support by the management responsible for endors-

ing the system.



E. LACK OF RESEARCH EXCEPT BY EDP EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

Although this aspect has no direct bearing upon the imp'lementation

in a particular city, it does have an impact on the information systems

concepts and technoìogy. Due to the priority of investment there has

been little research undertaken in the past, which partial]y explains

why there is not a completely integrated p'lanning ínformation system

operative in North'America. Technology is thus far too advanced for

the systems specialists employed to catch up with the new technology

and insufficient effort is expended in systems development.

F. COMPLEXITY OF TOTALLY INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A totally integrated information system on a city-wide scare is

so complex that it is impossible in the initial stages of design to con-

sider the entire system, except within a very conceptual and schematic
:

framework. Attempts at doing so very soon lead to frustration on the

part o'f all'entities concerned. Also, because of the compìexity, the

development åycle for an information system are too long aìl too fre-

quentty resulting in a loss of interest by the user of the proposed

system. Although attempts have been made to reduce the development

cycle and to phase development such that the user can assess progress

and ascertain benefits incrementaìly it was discovered in the City of

Calgary that such action requires more expertise as more programs and

system development is required.

99
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G. INSTALLATION CONCERNS

since the pìanning process and city operations cannot be halted

while a system is being imp'lemented, managers are reluctant to accept

the system in anticipation of delays.

H. STAFF COMMITMENTS

In the past it has been dífficult to find and retain qualified per-

sonnel who are not on'ly familiar wjth data processing and systems

development, but with the planning functions as well. l^leller68 has

pointed out that I'lichita Falls used outside consultants. However, these

consultants were higher paid than the City personnel which resulted in

an inferiority complex amonst the staff and in turn a high rate of turn-
over and lack of continuity.

The lack of understanding and lack of discipìine has often resulted

in a commr¡nication gap between planners (users) and data processing per- ; :

::t : ;. 
:.:: ::'.'.:;::.:1,:': .:t.:

sonnel . Thus "attitudes often become belligerent because they tend to i''.'if':'-t"'tt.'
l.:.:-.J: - :-.
'1.:-::::...: -:
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defend their different specializations. Each group regards the other

as threatening; such behavior impedes communication and destroys any

hope for cooperation.',69

:r. :: ì:-. i i .j..1
- : :': -'!-.:l:,::-,:

A further related prob'lem is the division of responsibilities re-
garding the mai.ntenance and operations of the system. The city of
Ca'lgary attempted to overcome this concern by forming a specia'l indepen-

dent department, nameìy Management systems Development Department, to 
i..l,,,iij:i.:
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serve as the link between various discipiines related to the system.

One major advantage of this approach is that this independent department

can provide an unbiased input and thereby better serve the interests of
all concerns and can function as the essentiaì link for all the sub-

systems in operation. A maior disadvantage, however, is that the Manage-

ment Systems Development Department reports directly to only one of the

City Commissioners, Jêt the Department's work overlaps the jurisdiction

of all of the Commiss'ioners. Obtaining the necessary commitment and

authority has thus been a major problem.

I. MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT

The senior management must be fully aware of the systems program

and must be committed tothe development of the system. If this is not

the situation, the entire undertaking'is an exercÍse in futility, as

the system has little chance of success. The planning chief or his

delegated aid should have some experience with and a good knowledge of

"systems and systems Theory" in order to ful]y appreciate the task at

hand. Futnthermore, this individual must have the necessary control of
the system and jts implementation. Thus what is required is someone in

the'user department who is not only total'ly committed tothe princip1e

but also one who has sufficíent adminÌstrative and políticaì "clout', to
not on'ly sell the concept but to implement and maintain it as well.

This is very difficult to achieve as all too often, senior planning

personnel are "traditional planners" with :little or no systems background

j.' i+ : i4"j.?s,;.gi]iif;.lìT¡;.Íí:j:i t'..'', :,1 ! ; :.. ¡ r.*.|-'. ¿-'-'--ÈY+iaÉ4
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and are therefore skepticaì about the entire concept. The responsibility

is thus usualìy detegated to junior personnel who do not have the neces-

sary "cloutt'. Even if top management is djrectly involved, the system

implementation cannot be forced if subordjnates are not commited as

sabotage and an inevitable breakdown in systems maintenance w'ill result.

There is also the impediment of line versus staff functions, par-

ticular'ly in the operations aspect of the system. For exampìe, a iine

function such as the Building Regulations Divisìon may have a difficult
time understanding certain aspects on a building permit which are re-

lated to staff functions such as quality controì and realìy have no

apparent bearing on the issuance of a permit. Thìs often results in

the line function not carrying out the tasks necessary to sustain the

system

J. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The.problem of organizing and administering a systems development

project is particularly of concern when considering such a project on

an urban scale, because of the pro'liferation of potential related agen-

cies, both on the user's and the supplier's side.

K. LACK OF UNDERSTANDING

All too often new technoìogy fails s'imp'ly because the persons

c'losely related do not understand or appreciate the íntent and opera-

:--::; : 
_!i:
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tions of the proposed

peopìe are often not

innovations. Innovation also imp'lies change, which

prepared to easily accept.

L. SIZE OF MUNICIPALITIES

The costs of implementing an information system may be prohibitive

for many of the smaller municipa]ities who have on'ly ìimited financial

resources. Sínce the major portìon of the cost is attributed to the

hardware and software and since on a regionaì basis more than one muni-

cipality is involved in the cost, time sharing principles may be applied.

By distributing costs in this fashion, affordability becomes less of a

factor for the smaller municipa]ities. Furthermore, if the system is

properly designed, it can fulfill, on an automated basïs, standard

operational requ'irements such as issuing permits and licenses, main-

taining records, etc. for the municipalities involved. In the long run,

this characteristic will result in a decrease in operation costs as

pointed out by Werner:

"Automated information systems can reduce the cost
of municipal operations anywhere from l0 per cent
to 33 per cent of cument costs, depending upon the
effective adaptation of the system to municipa'l
processes. This reduction comes primarily from the
streaml.ining of procedures (paper work generally)
and by permitting the gqme staff to handle vast'ly
increased work loads". /u

However, it is during the initial stages that costs are prohibitive

and the l,ong term benefits not sufficient'ly evident. "The tang'led web

of services and support services, the involvement of ail levels of
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government and administration and cost sharing make the goals uncertain

and the accountability hazy in the extreme,,.7l

I,I. DEPARTMENTALIZATION

Municipal corporate structure and departmentalization results in a

four-fold impediment to systems development. Firsily, there is a reluc-

tance to permit outside departments to undertake a systems study as the

study is viewed as an intrusion which probes into the operation of the

particular department. There is an inherent fear that certain ineffi-
ciencíes may be discovered or that the particulal department is perform-

ing tasks that are functions of other departmentå.

Secondly, each department has local goa'ls which may often be in

conflict with other departments. For example, the Assessment Department

and the Planning Department in the City of calgary cannot agree upon a

common definition for building square footage. The Assessment Depart-

ment is concerned with the "assessible area" whereas the Planning Depart- ¡,,r,1,,,
f- :' :-,-.

ment is concerned with building bulk and floor area ratios. Although a ,,r,.:.,;
r.: :-::.ì:.':.r :; -;.

compromise may be possible, conversion and acceptance is difficult to

achieve.

l,':,trì.ir:
Thirdly, the exchange of data and cooperation essential to the oper- i::ri'.,

ation of a successfuì system is difficult to achieve unless direct bene- 
l

fitsareevidenttoeachdepartment.ThisisVerydifficu]tifnot
I

impossible at the early stages of development. i
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Fourthìy, departmentalization creates barríers to intergroup com-

munication, thus often the needs of one entìty are not reflected or

expressed to systems designers. A further related complication is a

further structure break-down or a "divisionalization" within each of

the departments. For example, there are six divisions within the City

of calgary Pìanning Department, each with "local" objectives, giving rise

to similar probìems as amongst departments. One of the major drawbacks

in'the implementation of the Development-Building Permit Control System

in Calgary has been just such a conflìct.

N. LACK OF SECURITY

A ìarge portion of the data that is retained in municipa'l files is
of a confidential. nature. Under a manual method of operation, confiden-

tiality is not a great issue because each department usual'ly maintains

its'own fiìing and record'ing system, thus the total complement of infor-

mation relating to a specific area or site is scattered and is therefore

not readiiy accessib'le by any one individual . l,'lith an automated system

the risk of a breakdown in security'is much greater because all of the

relevant information is stored in one central p'lace - the computer files.
Thus access to the computer would virtual'ly mean access to all informa-

t'ion. This problem relates not on'ly to retrieval of data but to entry

as we'l'l , as incorrect entry or entry of invalid data would quickìy

jeopardize the creditability of the system.

l': irll

LÌ

:: l:)ij:: :
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Although the use of passwords and codes for both entry and retrieval

of data has been fairly successful in the past, the rapid development of

computer technology without adequate security measures, has resulted in

computer thieves. Some computer technologists now make a living break-

ing computer codes. In addition the proliferation of terminals espec-

ia11y the portabìe typesn has made access to computers easier than ever

in the past.

O. USER DATA REQUIREMENTS

Assuming that the users of the information system are identified,

by designing a specific system for a specific user, their real data needs

are difficult to determine, and are seldom properly researched. All too

often "data was included in the system because they were available, be-

cause they were presentìy used, because peop'le said they need them or

all of these. The key criteria, organizational decision and operations

requirements and their information needs, simply were not included."72

Colema:n and Ril.y73 huu. pointed out that information systems have

failed to meet the needs when:

"a) crash data are defined and identified and
then installed, rather than developing an
orderìy, well thought out effort;

b) hypothetica'l (instead of actual) information
needs are used for.design basÍs, and

c) information does not distinguish between
crÍtical and non-critjcal organization of
factors or does not relate tó objectives".

l4any systems typicalìy arise because of a particular need, usually

associated with an administrative crÍsis. This not only results in a
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narrow focus but the administrative needs often take precedence over re-

search and planning needs. The planning function is thus forced to

rely on data obtained for administrative records and is limited in scope.

A further drawback wìth municipa'l information systems is that there

are no provìsions made for potentia'l users in the private sector as "the

on'ìy needs government data systems are designed to meet are government

needs. "74

0btaining and disseminating information from and to public and

private sectors is difficult because of the diversity of interested

participants and the.different kinds of information. "0ne of the real

probìems of information exchanges today is the different formats in

which 'information is gathered and used by different users".75 The prob-

lem is further festered by the apparent conflict between the public

sector and the private sector. Since the City Administration views the

private sector, developers for example, as someone on the opposite side,

and someone who the Administration must protect the public from, the

City Adm'inistration is natural ìy reluctant to readi'ly reìease informa-

t'ion to the private sector.

In many'instances the system designers bu.ild the user requirements 
,.,,,,..,,,

around a specific pìece of hardware, rather than design'ing the software 
[o.,

and hardware to meet the user requìrements.
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Another prob'lem is that information systems or ät least the designers

of the system have not been able to react prompt'ly to new conditions

arisjng as a result of changes by the user department. The systems are

therefore simpiy not flexible enough to meet the user demands.

P. CONCLUSION

This thesjs has shown that although there is a clefinite need for ':.:,';
r',.'l" ir

an i ntegrated 'informati on system i n muni ci pa1 government and specì f i- 
i,,,,,¡,;,,

cally in urban pìanning, such a concept has little chance of becoming a ir:':.:":':'

realìty, at least in the near future.

i

It has been indicated that although there are various planning 
i
t,

styles, urban pìanning is a rational decision making process, adaptabìe

toasystemsapproach.Furthermore,the'eVerjncreasingcomplexìtyof

our urban fabric has in fact, created not onìy the need for a systems i

i

approach to plannìng, but also the need for the appìjcation of ìntegrate¿ i'
.

systems technology both in terms of the information function and the j..,,.,,,1
t:.: ;:: :.ij::.

operations function of urban pìanning. Thjs integrated system by 'its ,,',',.,,

i : r-¡: -i::_'i

very nature is not exclusive to City Planning but is a necessity to al1 ,:,:,,'r,i.ì,,,'

facets of urban decision making and operations. However, due to the

complex nature of a tota'l system, each potentiai sub-system, i.e.,
planning, must be dealt with incremental'ly and wjth a clear understanding r,l'.,,',,,

i i: 1':'l

of the fundamental components. At the same time an overview of the total

system must be maintained, the potent'iaì users and their needs c]early

defi ned i
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The potential application and benefits of an effective urban infor-

mation system are virtually unlimited', however, two major areas stand

out. First'ly, there is the information function. it would provide

better more cument information for comprehensive decision making and

evaluation on a continuous basis. More specifically, it wou'ld ensure

current accurate data for all users, improve services to the pub'lic,

simplify the data analysis stage of the pìanning process, provide a

means for better dissem'ination of data, facil'itate the creat'ion and

testing of alternate plans and expedite w'ithout a loss in effectiveness,

the routine activities performed by urban pìanners.

Secondly, there is the operations function, which includes manage-

ment and control. It would increase effic'iency and productivity by

elimjnating routine tasks and provide a more effective management con-

trol device.

Although the need for an'integrated system is quite evident and

the benefits clearly defined, a successful system has not been ìmpìe-

mented, either in part or in total. A case study of the City of Ca'lgary's

attempt at developing a Building and Development Permit related mini sub-

system and a review of endeavors in other appÏications has identified

the major difficulties in the 'implementation of systems technology.

': -:: : ..
- i. ..:

One of the salient shortcom'ings

the users; a jack of appreciation for

losing autonomy, a fear of computers,

is the reluctance on the part of

the need of a system, a fear of

a resistance to change; a lack of
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management commitment and a general lack of understanding of systems

technol ogy have emerged as i nhi bi ti ng bami ers. Other contri buti ng

factors include the complexity of integrated systems, the lack of re-

search in the application of systems technology, departmentalization

lack of built in security and a failure to c]early identify user re-

qu'irements .

The major drawbacks have overshadowed any potential benefits and

have stiffled any attempts at successfuì 'implementation to clate. Too

many changes must therefore occur in the attitudes and education and in

the structure and composition of our administrative fabric before the

concepts of integrated informations systems has any hope of becoming a

rea'l ì ty.

t..i:.';i

. i..,,+jùì..a
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION: 0UTL00K 0N THE FUTURE'

A. GENERAL

This thesis has outlined that in order to camy out effective urban

planning in an increasingly more complex environment, there is a need

for accurate, more up-to-date and integrated information. It has also

established that Ín order to overcome the major shortcomings confronting

the development and imp'lementation of information technology, the issue

of information systems must be addressed in a systematic manner similar

to that required to perform meaningful comprehensive pìanning. However,

due to a number of factors, a high degree of skepticism has been expressed

relating to the implementation of a successful integrated informatjon

system in pìanning.

In conclusion, however, it'is the contention of this thesis that

althou,gh the creation of a totalìy integrated urban planning information

system is an impossible dream at this time, the need for such a concept

is crucial enough that to drop the matter would greatiy impede good

effective pìanning in the future.

Accepting the premise that information systems are essential to

urban p'lanning and that totally integrated information systems are "an

impossible dream" in today's urban scene, the most important question is

raised: "l^lhat can we do?" The only future appears to be the acceptance,

development and imp'lementation of small independent sub-systems at the

-112-
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risk of insurmountable integration and coordinatjon probìems at some

future date. This mini sub-system phiìosophy must be adopted to encourage

the growth of systems technology and application, and to orient potentiaì

users to the entire concept of systems technology at a scale that is more

easi'ly comprehended. t^Jhatever happens the field of Ínformation technol-

ogy must be activeìy pursued and promoted as more informed decisions are

generaìly a better decision.

There is no simpìe answer or approach to this very diffícult and

complex issue and any endeavor to present a sing'le answer would be an

exercise in futile optimism. The following section however, out'lines

and briefìy discusses some of the positive aspects and courses of action

that must be actively considered in systems technology and urban pìan-

ning. It does not formulate a clear cut methodoìogy but does address

some of the very key issues and establishes guideìines and recommenda-

tions essential to keep'ing the notion of information systems ín urban

p'lanning alive and perhaps in the long term making effective integrated

information systems in urban pìanning "a possible dream!"

B. SOME GUiDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

l. Design Factors

One of the fundamental considerations of any attempts at developÍng

and implementing an integrated information system is the approach or

methodology employed. Although there is no way of insuring the success

ii'::iì:i i.::: jì:
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of system development, Li76 suggests that the following basic prninciples

serve to reduce the chance of failure:

"l.
2.

Identify the key objectivesi

Set up a high level steering committee and
recognize thereby the high cost and potential
of computers;

Involve the operating managers in the computer
development and ensure that they benefÍt from
and contribute to it;
List_all potentia'l applications looking par-
ticularìy for applications in areas of high
company expenditure;

Draw up 'long range plans for the successful
imp'lementation of different applications;

Be prepared to revise plan.rr

3.

4.

E

6.

In order to alleviate some

standing relating to information

of action may be considered.

of the misconceptions and lack of under-

technology, several different courses

a) Incremental Development

A totally integrated information system on a city-wide scare

is so compìex that it is ímpossible in the initial stages of design

to consider the entire system, except within a very conceptual and

schematic framework. Attempts at doing so would very soon lead to

frustration on the part of all concerned. It is therefore not onìy

desirable but essential that the system be designed and imp'lemented

incrementa'l'ly. That is, to concentrate efforts on some less compìex

.l!.j
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isolated sub-system. However, at all times keeping in mind that

the sub-system may be an integraì part of a larger total system

which, in a1l likelihood, will be designed at a subsequent date.

Furthermore, since the planning process and city planning oper- :: :':.:l

ations cannot be halted, installation must be over a period of time

In the interim it is therefore necessary to support the p'lanning 
i.:,,,..;i,,function with a non-integrated system until such a time as the '',=ii.

.,t-'"'_'

overal l system is available ,..,.,,

b) Education

In order to gain "universal acceptance,' and to maximize the

input and objectives of both the systems design function and the

p'lanning function and to bridge the communication gap between them,

personnel trained in both aspects are required. However, since

such individuals are not readily ava'ilable H.rr.nr77 has suggested

that:

"It is easier to train someone familiar with the
(Planning) app'lication in data processing than it
is to train someone familiar with data processing
i n the app'l i cati on. "

This may be achieved by on-iob training where Planning personne'l 
i:-,*,,1:,.:
: 1':: ì 1

are encouraged to participate in seminars and courses offered in i'+:;È'rir::'i

systems technology and to work closely with systems anaìysts and

proErammers on various projects as an orientation exercise. In I
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addition, universitÍes, co'l'leges and technical schools offering

planning courses must be encouraged to expand their curriculum to

include systems and information technology as specifically relating
to the planning discipline.

Concurrent with the actual development and implementation stages

of an information system, an education program must be developed and

conducted wíthin the user department, whereby al'l persons directìy

or indirectly involved Ín the system are well informed. The funda-

mental principles of systems phi'losophy must be well articulated, the

objectives of the system clearly defined and procedures and opera-

tíons manuals prepared which suceinctly document the system. These

must not on'ly be distributed to, but careful]y reviewed with all
personnel, that is, alì potential users of data and the system

suppìiers and system operators. A clear understanding and a common

objective should certainly lead to greater cooperation and commitment

and hopefully successful development and implementation of a better

more efficient system.

c) Moral Suasion

concurrent with an effective education program, an approach

best referred to as "moral suasion" shourd be pursued. That is,
the benefits and potential of an Íntegrated information system to

urban pìanning should be explicitìy exposed not on'ly in the areas

of information collection, storage and retrieval but also in the

:;,.::.

:ii.¡;::-:¡ii
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streamlining of or improvement to current operations function of

normal activities. In other words, simply "sell" the concept to

all concerns by cìearly and concisely focusing obiectives of the

proposed system to first'ly, augment the f'low of information such

that the opportunity will be provided for more informed decision

making, and secondly that streamlining of daily operations will

result in more efficient allocation of human resources.

An effective pub'lic relations and promotion program must be

formulated and impìemented. This may involve the hiring of specia'l]y

trained personneì to perform the task.

Systems Research

Initiative must be taken by urban p'lanners, administrators and

decjs'ion makers to encourage further research and development of

computer and information technology at the locallevel, which is

specifically oriented towards the planning function and its needs.

2. Development ResPonsibil itY

A related concern is the decision of responsibility regarding not

only design, development and impìementation of an effective informatÍon

system but also the maintenance and operation of the system. one appar-

ently effective means although not yet proven, is that adopted by the

City of Calgary. As outljned in Chapter VIII, the City of Calgary has

d)
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attempted to overcome this concern by estab'lishing a special independent

department to serve as the "link" or coordinating body among the discip-

lines related to the system. One major advantage of this approach is

that this independent department can provide, in theory at least, an

unbiased and objective input and thereby better serve the interests of

all concerns and having an overal'l perspective can function as the essen-

tial tie for all the sub-systems under development and in operatibn.

3. Team Approach

The problem of organizing and administrating a project of such com-

plexity is particularly of concern when considering the development of

an information system on an urban scale, because of the proliferation

of potential agencies, both on the user and supplier side. One approach

to the situation is to appoint a project team during the initial stages

of the design and development. The composition of this team should be

such that on one hand it represents all major interests and on the other

hand i't is r.elatively objective and unbiased. Attaining the degree of

obiectivity and impartia]ity required is no easy task, however, once

again the insertion of a team member from an independent administrative

department such as the Management Systems Development Department in the

City of Calgary can greatìy assist in achieving this end and can mediate

in situations of major disagreement or in instances where common objec-

tives amongst the participants is not evident. The effectiveness of

this approach may be increased by emp'loying training programs such as

-.. .. r,:1:;. I :t: trtítr'..-::-:j t:.t:iri.

l:-::i..r'rri:r:l
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"The l4anagement Grid" outl ined by Blake and Mouton78. This program

for instance, not only "provides a framework of alternatives for unrav-

elling and solving eomplex problems", but a'lso offers methods for achiev-

ing maximum efficiency through the Team Approach.

4. The Human Element

Acceptabil ity of rinformation technology by adminÍstrative and manage-

ment staff members looms as one of the major impediments to effective

imp'lementation of an information system. Loss of autonomy, resistance

to change, fear of computers, job security, loss of professional identiËy

and lack of motivation may all be underlyÍng factors for the skepticism

and reluctance to accept the new emergence of technology and its appìi-

cation to urban p]anning. In addition to "moral suasion" several con-

siderations to overcoming this human resistance are suggested. These

are outlined below.

a) Planning Profebsion and the Role of the Planning

The lack of a wideìy accepted definition of the urban planning

professi.on and its specific functions and of the role of the plan-

ners in urban operations and policy formulation has resulted in a

lack of confidence and an insecurity amongst planners in urban

government. This has contributed to impeding the deve'lopment of

information systems in the planning field due to the reluctance

amongst pìanners to acknow'ledge the benefits of computer technolog3r
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fearing that these innovations will further jeopardize their some-

what "shakey" profession. To alleviate some of these concerns a

concerted effort must be made by universities, the Canadian Insti-

tute of Planners, and a'll affected persons to more precisely define

the planning profession, and its relationship to urban decision

making and the role of the planner. The professional engineer

for examp'le, seldom if ever doubts his purpose. 0nce an identity

is established, änd in turn confidence in a profession, re-

sistance to external forces will be greatly reduced, and attitudes

towards information systems more positive.

b) Implementing Technological Change

One of the major probìems confronting impìementation of Ínfor-

mation technology can be referred to as the "Peopìe Problem", that

is simpìy - a resistance to change and new technology for whatever

the reason. This factor has been reflected in all of the previous

discussion, houlever, it must be emphasized once again. Several

methods have been suggested such as moral suasion, and staff educa-

tion, but the overriding approach is "The Human Eìement", that is

to analyze the factors in work situations which underlie the resis-

tance and then to decide on the best method for meeting the probìern.

'Analysts and system designers must be aware of pre-change attitudes

.which exist in user and supplier departments so that impìementation
.70

strategies can be designed accordingly. Li'' has pointed out that

in this regard,
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"The Sociologist would repìy that a knowledge of
the factors influencing peoples attitudes to their
work and an ability to ana'lyze particular departments
in these forms when implementing EDP systems can make
aïl the difference between success and failure".

The human study is very significant because people do respond

differently depending upon theìr work environment. For example,

if the situation in the potential user department is satisfactory

súch that the people like their work and the job is meeting their

needs, there is no interna'l force for change. This may be in con-

trast to a situation where employees have a number of grievances

and are generaì1y dissatisfied. It is only after the systems

analysts have carefuìly assessed the "Human Element" that an

effective strategy can be formulated and the other imp'lementation

techniques discussed be selected.

The task is enormous, however, if effective urban p'lanning is

to prevail in the future, one of the greatest chalìenges facing

u:rban planners and adminÍstrators Ís the information crisis and

making totaì1y integrated information systems a "possible reality"

i..rl.' ::
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